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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, studies which concern two different subjects related to phase tran-
sitions in fluids and crystalline solids are presented. Condensed matter formation, 
structure, and phase transitions are modeled using molecular dynamics simulations 
of simple discontinuous potentials with attractive and repulsive interactions. Novel 
phase diagrams are proposed for quasicrystals, crystals, and liquids. 
In the first part of the thesis, the formation of a quasicrystal in a two dimen-
sional monodisperse system is investigated using molecular dynamics simulations of 
hard sphere particles interacting via a two-dimensional square-well potential. It is 
found that for certain values of the square-well parameters more than one stable 
crystalline phase can form. By quenching the liquid phase at a very low tempera-
ture, an amorphous phase is obtained. When this the amorphous phase is heated, 
a quasicrystalline structure with five-fold symmetry forms. From estimations of the 
Helmholtz potentials of the stable crystalline phases and of the quasicrystal, it is 
concluded that within a specific temperature range, the observed quasicrystal phase 
can be the stable phase. 
The second part of the thesis concerns a study of the liquid-liquid phase transi-
tion for a single-component system in three dimensions, interacting via an isotropic 
potential with a repulsive soft-core shoulder at short distance and an attractive well 
at an intermediate distance. The potential is similar to potentials used to describe 
lV 
such liquid systems as colloids, protein solutions, or liquid metals. It is shown that 
the phase diagram for such a potential can have two lines of first-order fluid-fluid 
phase transitions: one separating a gas and a low-density liquid (LDL), and another 
between the LDL and a high-density liquid (HDL). Both phase transition lines end in 
a critical point, a gas-LDL critical point and, depending on the potential parameters, 
either a gas-HDL critical point or a LDL-HDL critical point. A systematic study 
through varying potential parameters is carried out to determine the influence of at-
tractive and repulsive interactions on the formation and stability of the liquid-liquid 
phase transitions and the two fluid critical points. No hints of the density anomaly 
are found, suggesting that the absence of the density anomaly, such as the one found 
in water, is independent of the choice of the parameters and that the liquid-liquid 
phase transition and density anomaly are not directly related. 
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A quasicrystal is an unusual condensed matter solid state structure. Before the 
discovery of quasicrystals in 1982 by Dan Shechtman and co-workers [1- 3], it was 
thought that pentagonal symmetry did not exist in crystalline solids. Because it is 
impossible to completely tile a surface with pentagons, it was assumed that five-
fold orientational order in crystallography had to be disallowed. All solids were 
thought to be either periodic translationally-ordered crystals or amorphous glasses. 
The discovery of icosahedral phases in metal alloys and their corresponding five-fold 
diffraction patterns (Fig. 1.1) brought about a reconsideration of this previous as-
sumption that pentagonal symmetry, or five-fold symmetry, is not found in crystals. 
These new solids were named quasicrystals. They do not have long-range transla-
tional order and do have "disallowed" crystallographic symmetry. This disallowed 
crystallographic order is unique to quasicrystals and constitutes their distinguishing 
property [4]. 
Since their discovery, quasicrystalline solids have been commonly found among 
various metallic alloys. Stable quasicrystals have icosahedral or decagonal lattice 
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F ig. 1. 1. Electron-diffraction patterns taken with incident beams along 
(a) a five-fold and {b) two-fold axis for the icosoherdal Al-Cu-Fe phase and 
along (c) a 10-fold and (d) a two-fold axis for the decagonal Al-Ni-Co phase, 
from Ref. [5]. 
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symmetries. A quasicrystal structure is one formed by the systematic bUJt not peri-
odic filling of space by more than one kind of unit cell. More than one unit cell is 
needed to achieve large-scale order, otherwise the plane cannot be tiled. Metastable 
quasicrystals can also have octagonal or dodecagonal local lattice symmetry [6]. The 
stable form of the metastable quasicrystal is called an "approximate crystal phase" 
and it exhibits crystalline periodicity. It was first thought that quasicrystals could 
only be metastable, although stable quasicrystals were later found in the Al65Cu20Fe 
alloy with icosahedral symmetry- produced by annealing the liquid just below the 
melting temperature. When Fe in quasicrystals is replaced by transition metals from 
the same group, the stability is maintained, emphasizing that quasicrystal stability is 
greatly influenced by electronic structure. Quasicrystals with Zn-Mg and rare earth 
metal constituents have also been found [5] . 
Quasicrystals are a curiosity not only because of their beautiful symmetric diffrac-
3 
tion patterns but also because their five-fold nature is not found in any other known 
solid-state substance. In light of the discovery of quasicrystals, new questions need 
to be addr ssed in order to tudy th ir properties. nder what condi ions will a 
material solidify into a quasicrystal? Can the quasicrystalline pha e be th stabl 
at in a real ma erial? How can th formation and phy ical prop rti of th ry -
tal, quasicrystal, and glass be related in a coherent physical pictur ? It has b en 
found [7] tha in ight into these particular question can b gained using a simple 
model interaction potential. The model studied is able to reproduce those structural 
prop rties of quasicry tal that give ri e to the disallowed five-fold ymm try in th 
diffraction image. 
1.2 Phase Transitions in Liquids 
ntil recently, the only fluid-fluid phase transformation understood in exact de ail 
was the liquid-gas first-order phase transition that ends in a critical point . Although 
phase tran itions b tween different crystalline phases have been tudied both exp ri-
mentally and theoretically, the existence of phase transitions between different tates 
of disorder d m dia such as liquids and amorphous solids has not been thorough} 
proven. Exp rimental evidence from work on molt n phosphorus P [8] shows that a 
substance can undergo a structural change at high pressure, whi h is indicative of 
a liquid-liquid phase transition. Th oretical studies of the pha e diagram of arbon 
C [9] also upport the existenc of a pha tran ition betwe n liquids. 
is th ca with the liquid-gas fir t order phase transition, first order pha 
tran itions b w en two liquid tates can terminate at a critical point. This criti-
cal point exert a signifi ant influence on the propertie of th phase di gram and 
respons functions . In liquid H20, th po ibl existenc of a critical point between 
low-density and high-density liquid state (in addition to the standard gas-liquid 
critical point) i thought to be r lated to the anomalous behavior of the d nsity p 
4 
elf-diffusion D, and i othermal compressibility Kr. The anomalies are relat d to 
th tetrah dral stru ture of th hydrogen bond network formed by water molecules. 
Although mo t materials contrac upon olidification, wat r expands upon solidifi-
cation. B au e of the crystalline op n network structure, the densi y of ice is less 
than that of liquid wat r. Wh n cool d below 4°G water expands and becomes less 
dense as more local region of the hydrog n bond network as ume th tetrah dral ice-
like structure. The mor open (le s den e) struc ur produced on cooling i formed 
by a stronger hydrog n bonding that reduce the density. In contra t to "normal" 
liquid - in which a deer ase in density cau s an incr as in D- wat rs strong hy-
drogen bond n twork causes D to decrease when the d nsity d reas s. Similarly, 
there is a minima in Kr at a temperature of about 46.5°0. Below thi temperature, 
the structure of water becomes more op n and Kr increase [10]. 
The anomalous behavior of water has inspired predictions that there exists a 
liquid-liquid phase transition between a low d n ity liquid (LDL) form of wat r and 
a high density liquid (HDL) form of water. Simulation support this idea, predicting 
that he two liquids can co xist and that th y end at a critical point [11] below the 
t mp ratur of homogeneous nucleation, a region impo sible to probe experimentally. 
Anomalous properties exist in liquids of silica Si02 , silicon Si elenium Se, sulphur 
S, phosphorus P, tellurium Te, bi muth Bi, and iodine h , making them al o likely 
candidates for a liquid-liquid phase tran ition. Lik wat r, antimony Sb bismuth Bi, 
gallium Ga, and plutonium Pu also xpand upon solidification [12]. 
In the num rou xperim ntal studi s of molten elementary ubstances carri d out 
by V. V. Brazhkin [13], indir ct evid nee of polymorphism in liquid i found. Using 
measurement of conductivity a and th rmobaric analy i at liquid temperatures and 
pr s ur s harp tran itions indicat hange in the molten tate wh n one liquid 
m talized into another liquid tate 1 . These liquid-liquid transitions most often 
1 The thermobaric analy is is bas d on monitoring the excess pressme in the cell brought about 
under heating. This method is a sensitive indicator of the volume change at phas tran ition. 
Conceptual figure of the arrangements of atoms in 
liquid black P under low-pressure and high-pressure 
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Fig. 1.2. (a) Molecular form and polymeric form of liquid black phosphorus 
from [14]. (b) Temperature-pressure phase diagram of P from Ref. [15]. (c) 
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Fig. 1.3. Temperature-pressure phase diagram (a) carbon C and (b) phos-
phorus P, from Ref. [13]. 
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have negative slopes in t he P - T plane, signifying a density anomaly. Using these 
methods, evidence for different liquid states has been found in elements such as Se, 
S, Bi, P, 12) tin Sn, and Sb, and in compounds As2Se3 , As2S3, and Mg3Bi2 [13]. 
Katayama et al. [8) 14] have found very convincing structural evidence for a liquid-
liquid phase transition in phosphorous, and the theoretical calculations carried out 
on C by Glosli [9] indicate that a first-order liquid-liquid phase transition in carbon 
is likely. 
A sharp structural transition in liquid black P is reported in Ref. [8]. It is 
proposed that the t ransition occurs between a low-pressure molecular liquid and 
a high-pressure polymeric liquid (Fig. 1.2a) , and that a first order phase transition 
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Fig. 1.4. (a) Temperature-pressure phase diagram of Se from Ref. [16] 
(b) Temperature dependences of relative conductivity a/0-0 of liquid Se at 
various pressures, from Ref. [17]. 
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of P at P ~ lGPa. Although the exact position of the t ransition line between two 
different liquid states was not found, the change between the two liquid states is 
consistent with that in Ref. [8]. Figure 1.2c shows changes in conductivity along the 
melting line of crystalline phosphorous at two different pressures. 
Evidence of a first order liquid-liquid phase t ransition is observed in simulations 
of C [9]. The proposed phase diagram [13] in Fig. 1.3 shows the phase t ransitions 
between an sp and sp3 liquid. The lower density liquid maintains the short-range 
order of the carbon crystal which exists at negative pressures. Phosphorus is similar 
in that the lower density liquid has the open packed structure of the crystal existing 
at negative pressures. As a result, the transitions in liquid C and liquid P are sharp 
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Fig. 1.5. High pressure (P > 4) part of the temperature-pressure phase 
diagram of crystalline and liquid sulphur S, from Ref. [13]. 
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In studies of Se, Brazhkin et al. [16] observe volume and heat anomalies in the 
molten state. The anomalies are accompanied by a sharp increase in the conductivity 
of the liquid (see Fig. 1.4), indicating metalization into a liquid metal. Near the 
melting curve, this transition occurs at a pressure of P ~ 4 GPa; the transition 
width is about 30 K and 0.3 GPa. The conductivity increases by two orders of 
magnitude from~ 10 Ohm- 1cm- 1 to 103 Ohm- 1cm- 1 . With the temperature growth 
the transition becomes diffuse and terminates near the critical region at P ~ 1 GPa 
and T ~ 1300 K. Anomalous behavior in liquid volume is also found as it expands 
upon cooling by~ 5%. 
Similar studies of S [18] have revealed two different lines of phase transition 
between three different liquid states (see Fig. 1.5). The various liquid states at low 
pressure are a result of the different complicated molecular structures of liquid S. The 
transition between the two higher pressure liquids becomes diffuse as the temperature 
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F ig . 1.6 . (a) Pressure-temperature phase diagram of tellurium Te (b) 
Pressure-temperature phase diagram of bismuth Bi, from Ref. [19]. 
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In liquid Te and Bi, two transitions occur between three liquid phases. In Te, in 
addition to the metalization of the lower temperature liquid into the second liquid 
at higher temperatures (see Fig. 1.6), a transition between two liquid metals exists. 
Both elements have triple points. In Te it exists between the crystal and two liquid 
metals, and in Bi a unique triple point exists between the three liquid metals. 
Experimental studies of many elementary substances and simple compounds in-
dicate the existence of liquid polymorphism. A concise summary of experimental 
results can be found in Ref. [13}. Although the anomalies are observed in a narrow 
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Fig. 1.7. Liquid metal pair potentials for Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, from Ref. [22] 
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first-order liquid-liquid phase t ransition, further study in the precise region of the 
phase diagram corresponding to the transition is needed. 
In this thesis, we develop a theoretical model for liquid-liquid phase transitions. 
Soft-core potentials are common in many single-component materials in the liquid 
state, in particular, liquid metals (20- 281. Pair potentials for liquid metals [20-
22) from first-principle calculations of pseudopotentials were originally developed for 
solid state materials. These liquid-metal pair potentials reproduced the structural 
features of real liquid-metal systems. Examples of such calculated pair potentials for 
11 
metals are shown in Fig. 1. 7 for beryllium B , magnesium Mg, calcium Ca strontium 
Sr, barium Ba, and arsenic s. The mod 1 potential we tudy approximate th main 
features of these efi c ive pair pot ntial of the various liquid metal calculated from 
fir t principles. 
Similar potentials ar often used to de cribe system that exhibit a d n i y 
anomaly [29] . Furthermor , ab initio calculations [21] and inver ion of the exp r-
imental oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function [33] reveal that a "core-softened" 
potential can be considered a r alistic first-order approximation for the interaction 
betw n water molecul (see Fig. 1.8). A similar potential was used to model water 
anomalies in one [36- 39] and two dimensions [37- 41]. Jagla used Monte-Carlo imu-
lations of the potentials with an impenetrable hard-core, a soft-car repr sented by a 
linear repul ive ramp with negative slop , and a linear attractiv ramp with positiv 
slop [41] (Fig. 1.8). He reproduced density anomaly simultaneou ly with HDL-LDL 
phas transition in two and three dimen ions. H also r produced th LDA-HDA 
transition b low the glass transition temperatur [40 41 ]. The exist nee of density 
anomaly with no cond critical point ha al ob n shown [36, 37]. 
The pot ntial w study (discussed in Sec. 3.3) u ing molecular dynamics simu-
lat ions (MD) in 3D, sue fully hows a sy tern wi h liquid polymorphi m and a 
LDL-HDL fir t-order phase transition [42, 43] but with no density anomaly. This 
indicates that first-order pha e transitions may exi t in liquid metals such as those 
studied by Brazhkin et al. (13]. We also reproduce the xisten e of the second 
critical point in the liquid phase. Our results suggest that though the soft-core 
sph rically-symmetric potentials provide a generic explanation for both LDL-HDL 
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Fig. 1.8. The potentials derived by Head-Gordon and Stillinger from 
the Ornstein-Zernike equation using the Percus-Yevick (PY) and hypernet-
ted chain (HNC) approximations from the experimental oxygen-oxygen pair 
correlation function at T = 25°C for liquid water. Both approximations 
yield for r < 0.4 nm a repulsive soft-core which is responsible for creating 
four nearest-neighbors local structure, imitating hydrogen bond network. 
The potential becomes strongly repulsive at distances smaller than 0.27 nm 
corresponding to the distance between oxygens in a pair of molecules linked 
by a hydrogen bond. This distance can be taken as a hard-core distance of 
the potential. Jagla's potential reproduces water anomalies and the LDL-
HDL phase transition.(Figure from (32] and [13] with potentials proposed 
in [33, 41]). 
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Chapter 2 
Quasicrystals in a Monodisperse 
System 
2 .1 Introduction 
Stable qua icrystalline phase ar typi ally found in binary mixture [3], wh re th 
variou arrang ments of th two components contribute to the degeneracy of the 
local environment [44] allowing a qua icry talline phase to be entropy-stabilized 
[45] . With one notabl ex eption [46), pr viou studi did not support the existence 
of a table quasicrys allin pha in a monodisper e y tern interacting with a impl 
potential [47- 49]. 
We tudy a simple model that allows us o stimate th crystal and quasicrys-
tal entropi s and th reby tudy the H lmholtz pot ntial of th cry tals and qua-
sicrystals. Th ground tate of this system i a p riodic crystal, y t w xplore 
th po ibility that the quasicry tallin configuration i the equilibrium tate in a 
certain tempera ur regime. lthough quasicry tals do not have long rang order, 
they do have recurring local environments that in our model, resemble the ba ic 





Fig. 2.1. The square-well potential. The ratio of the attractive distance 
b to the hard core repulsive distance a is bf a = -/3. The depth of the 
square-well -U A = 1.0 is the interaction energy per pair of particles. 
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phases and by estimating the configurational entropy of the quasicrystal, we infer 
that the quasicrystal may be in an equilibrium state. We observe t he sharpening of 
five-fold d iffraction peaks when the starting amorphous phase is annealed. In two di-
mensions, five-fold diffraction peaks pertain to crystallographically disallowed point 
groups which characterize quasicrystals (50] . 
2.2 Molecular Dynamics Methods 
To study quasicrystalline stability in a monodisperse system, we perform molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations of a two-dimensional model of hard spheres interacting 
with an attractive square-well (SW) potential (Fig. 2.lJ. The simplicity of t his SW 
potential allows us to study the fundamental characteristics of the system. By tuning 
the width of the SW potential, we can control the local geometric configurations 
formed by the particles. The structures of the crystalline and quasicrystalline phases 
15 
can thus be clearly defined and analyzed. 
We perform MD simulations in the NVT ensemble, using a standard collision 
event list algorithm [51] to evolve the system, while we use a method similar to the 
Berendsen method (discussed in Appendix A.2) to achieve the desired temperature. 
The depth of the potential well i.e., the attractive interaction energy, is -UA = l.O. 
Energies are measured in units of UA, temperature is measured in uni ts of energy 
divided by the Boltzmann constant UA/k0, and the mass of the particle ism= 1. 
We choose the value of the hard core distance to be a = 10 and the ratio of the 
attractive distance b to the hard core distance a to be b/a = v'3. Since the diagonal 
distance between two corners of a square is ·./2 times the length of one side, choosing 
b/a = v'3 favors the formation of a square crystal lattice where each particle interacts 
with eight neighbors [Fig. 2.2a]. This constraint inhibits the formation of a triangular 
crystal, which would form at low temperatures if b/a > ./3, or at high densities. 
2.3 Crystal and Amorphous Phases 
Studying the behavior of the system at low temperatures, we observe the formation 
of local structures similar to those shown in Fig. 2.2. These structures constitute 
local environments [44] that can reproduce crystallographically allowed symmetry if 
translationally ordered. First, we consider the stable periodic crystal phases pro-
duced by translationally ordering each of the configurations in Fig. 2.2 and calculate 
the energies of these crystal structures at T = 0. In our system, the two allowed local 
configurations are the four-particle square and the five-particle pentagon (indicated 
by the symbol "P" in Fig. 2.2b, c) . Particles form these two geometries because 
the nearest~neighbor diagonal and adjacent distance between particles in these con-
figurations is less than bf a = J3, the SW width. Four-particle squares make up 
the square crystal; since each particle has eight neighbors, at T = 0, the potential 
energy per particle is Usq = -4.0. Pentagons do not tile the plane; however, the for-
(c) p p 
Fig. 2.2. Repeating segments of the three crystals. (a) In the square 
crystal, each particle interacts with eight nearest neighbors. The square 
crystal is constituted by particles interacting with a square geometry. (b) 
In type I pentagonal crystals, ! of the particles have eight neighbors and g 
of the particles have nine neighbors. (c) In type II pentagonal crystals, ½ of 
the particles have eight neighbors and i of the particles have nine neighbors. 
Five-particle pentagons, denoted by letter "P", form the pentagonal crystals. 
The particles indicated in white are the particles in a basic cell that can be 
used to construct the crystal by translation; there are respectively one, five, 
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Fig. 2.3. The Helmholtz potentials of pentagonal crystals of type I and 
II and the square crystal at various temperatures. Points A, B, and C 
of the inset, indicate the intersections of the Helmholtz potential lines at 
TA = 0.195 ± 0.010, Ts = 0.201 ± 0.005, Tc = 0.203 ± 0.006. The solid line 
indicates the lowest Helmholtz potential: below TA the type I pentagonal 
crystal is the most stable, between TA and Tc the type II pentagonal crystal 
is the most stable, and above Tc the square crystal is the most stable. 
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mation of two kinds of crystals based on the local five-par ticle pentagon is possible. 
In t he type I pentagonal crystal, each crystalline cell consists of five particles, one of 
which has eight neighbors and four of which have nine neighbors; hence, Up1 = -4 ¾ 
[Fig. 2.2b). In the type II pentagonal crystal, each crystalline cell consists of six 
particles, two of which have eight neighbors and four of which have nine neighbors; 
hence, Upll = -4½ [Fig. 2.2c]. Since Up1 < Upn < Usq , at our chosen density and 
at a sufficiently low temperature, the type I pentagonal crystal should be the stable 
phase at T = 0 [Fig. 2.3]. 
Next, we investigate the stability of the three crystalline phases at T > 0 by 
estimating the Helmholtz potential per particle A = U - TS in the square crystal 
and in the pentagonal crystals of type I and type II. Here S is the entropy. Since our 
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simulations are performed at con tant density, we must use h Helmholtz potential 
instead of th Gibbs potential. We study the system at dimensionless numb r density 
p = a2 N/V = 0.857. We have imulated a square crystal with N=961, a pentagonal 
crystal typ I with = 1040, and a pentagonal crystal typ II with 1=792 , all a the 
sam p. We ch eked that, at low temperatur T < 0.1, the potential energy U(T) 
is temperature-independ nt and has th same valu as the potential energy of th 
ideal crystal at T = 0. Hence, we approximate U(T) at higher T by U(0). 
In order to plot the behavior of the Helmholtz potentials of the three crystals for 
T > 0 we find the entropic contributions S by timating the ntropy per particle 
for ach of the three crystal types. We us the probability density p(x, y) to find 
a particle at position x, y, where the averag i taken over ev ry particle in the 
crystalline cell: 
S = _/ j p(x , y) lnp(x, y)dxdy) . 
\ cell 
(2.1) 
We estimate p(x, y) by the frac ion of the total time t spen by a particle in a 
discre ized ar a, 6-x!:iy, a a temp rature low enough that th pot ntial energy 
fluctuations of the crystallin structure are negligibl . The valu of the entropi 
for th thr e crystal are given in Table 2. 1. 
Crystal u s A(T = 0.2) 
Pentagonal I -4£ 
5 
1.259 ± 0.028 -4.652 
Pentagonal II _41 3 1.603 ± 0.0052 -4.654 
Squar -4 3.247 ± 0.021 - 4.649 
Table 2.1. Energy U, entropy S, and the Helmholtz potential A at tem-
perature T = 0.2 where the quasicrystal is found 
Our estimates for the temperature dependence of the Helmholtz potential for 
the three types of crystals are given in Fig. 2.3. Th condition for stability of the 
(A) (c) 
(b) ( d ) 
.. ·,·•. . ' ..... 
···.· .. 
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Fig . 2.4. Amorphous and quasicrystal phases are shown along with their 
corresponding isointensity plots; the simulated equivalent to a crystallo-
graphic diffraction pattern, given by the Fourier transform of the density 
function; the darkness is proportional to the amplitude of the Fourier trans-
form. On the original system snapshots (a,c) , pentagons are indicated by 
the shaded areas and lines indicate interacting pairs of particles. (a) Uni-
formly distributed pentagons in the amorphous phase give rise to the (b) 
homogeneous rings in the isointensity plot. (c) The pentagons in the qua-
sicrystal phase have coalesced in curved rows that run approximately parallel 
to one another, in contrast to part (a) where the rows are much less apparent 




pentagonal crystals i that th ir Helmholtz potentials, Av1 and Apll, are lower than 
the H lmholtz pot ntial of th square crystal, Asq· In accordance with this condition 
the square crystal is stable at temperatures above T = 0.203, th type II pentagonal 
cry tal i stable betw en T = 0.195 and T = 0.203, and the type I pentagonal crystal 
is stable below T = 0.195. 
While studying the interesting r gion around T ;::::: 0.2 (see Fig 2.3) w observe 
the formation of th qua icrystal. W choose to investigate, using MD simulations, 
our system at T::::::: 0.2 b cause this i th temperature regime where the thr crystals 
have values similar to the Helmhol z pot ntial. Cooling th fluid pha e w find th 
formation of the square crystal below T;::::: 0.5. However, wh n further cooled into the 
temp rature regime wher th Helmholtz potentials of th two pentagonal crystals 
are lower than the Helmholtz pot ntial of the square crystal, th 
form pentagonal crystal I or pentagonal crystal II (within our simulation tim s) but 
remain as the square crystal. Hence, we use a different approach to try to form 
the pentagonal crystals: we heat an amorphous pha . We fir t form th amorphous 
phase by quenching the syst m from high to very low temp ratures T ~ 0.1. To do 
thi , we study a sys m of = 961 1 particle at p = 0.857, which is initially in 
the fluid phas at high t mperatur T = 10. W quench this system to T = 0.1 and 
th rmalize for 107 time units 2 . Time constraints pr v nt u from studying sy t m 
wi h more than 961 particles. Long thermalization times ar required to stabilize 
thermodynamic observabl s lik nergy and pr ssure. 
The amorphous pha is a homog neous mixture of p ntagon and quares [Fig. 2.4a]. 
The lack of long range structural order in the amorphous phase is evident from the 
1To v rify the existence of h quasicrystal, we simulated the ame density in a smaller sy tern 
of 529 particles. At T = 0.2, the ten five-fold diffraction peaks appeared, giving evidenc to the 
formation of the quasicrystalline phase. 
2 Time units are defined so that temperature T = /(mv2 /2). For our parameters of , V, and 
T=O.l, we find that the average collision interval is approximately one time unit. 
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homogenei y of the circles in the isoin ensity plot calculated from the structure factor 
de cribed in Eq. (4.12) of Sec. 4.4.2 [Fig. 2.4b]. When heating the amorphous phase 
to t mperature above T ~ 0.15 , w find that diffusion becomes sufficient for local 
r arrangement to occur and the pentagons begin to coale ce. 3 Inst ad of forming 
type I or II pentagonal crystals, the p ntagons begin to form rows [Fig. 2.4c] hat 
b nd at angles which are multiples of 36°. The angle in the bending of th rows 
gives rise to he five-fold orien ational symmetry, which corresponds to the ten asily 
obs rvable peaks in the isointensity plot [Fig. 2.4d]. Thes ten peaks are character-
istic of th quasicrystal phas [5], as they are arranged with disallowed fifth order 
point group symmetry [50]. The configuration that we obtain has de£ cts- primarily 
patche of squar crystal which cau the discontinuity in the rows and lead to the 
broadening of the diffraction peaks. 
For comparison, we pr ent in [Fig. 2.5] the isoint nsity plots of th simulat d 
square and pentagonal crystals. The diffraction pattern illustrate the symmetry 
of the original crystal system. The four equal ides of the square crystal unit cell 
[Fig 2.2a] ar clear in the symm try of th isoint n ity plot [Fig. 2.5]. In the i oin-
tensity plot of pentagonal crystal I [Fig. 2.5b], the central r gion (which corresponds 
o the long range ord r) shows no hints of anything bu a w ll-d fin d center d-
rectangular symmetry [Fig 2.2b] [52]. Th i ointensity plot of pentagonal cry tal II 
has primarily a rectangular symmetry that matches the rectangular symmetry of the 
unit cells [Fig 2.2c]. Although the two pentagonal crystal are formed from ordered 
pentagons, th ir long range symmetries ar four ided. Their corre ponding isoin-
nsity plots illustrate th e four-fold symm tries, which are distinctly different from 
he five-fold quasicrystal isointensity plot. 
3To form the amorphous phase from the high temperature liquid, a quench rate of,,, = 1 i used. 
The amorphous phase is annealed at a slower quench rate of"' = 0.01. 
: . 






Fig. 2.5. The (a) square crystal, (b) type I pentagonal crystal, and (c) 





2.4 .1 Formation 
Since he phase transition between the two pentagonal cry tal o ur at T ~ 0.2 we 
choose his temperature as he one o inves iga e for quasicr s al formation. ft r 
th amorphous phase is quench d to T=O.l, we anneal the sys em at T = 0.205 
for 2 x 107 tim unit and calculate the diffusion oeffici n D, pressure P .4, and 
pot ntial energy U. W calculat 5 D u ing th Einst in relation 
D _ 2_ 1. < [r(t + t0 ) - r(t0 )] 2 > 
- 2d im ' H t 
(2.2) 
where dis the system dimen ion and < ~r(t) 2 > is the mean square di placement. 
fter a short initial p riod of increase, we observe that D and U deer as with 
time and reach plateaus [Fig. 2.6]. The diffusion oefficient approach s zero, which is 
consi tent with the po sible formation of a qua icrystal pha . The i oin ensity peaks 
also sharpen wi h the duration of ann aling. Du to MD time constraints, w are not 
ur if we r ach th potential energy of a perfect qua icry tal which i exp ct d to 
be comparable to th en rgi Up1 = -4i and Uprr = -4½ of the pentagonal crystals. 
The lowest potential energy reached is Uqc = -4.25. 
W ob erv th spontaneous formation of the quasicrystal pha in th rang of 
mp ratur b w n T = 0.190 and T = 0.205. ither th amorphous 
phase or the quasicrystal above T = 0.21, he square er stal forms con isten with 
the Helmholtz pot ntial e timations of Fig. 2.3. 
4Pr ssure at density p = 0.857 is almost constant as energy d er ase (Fig. 2.6) . For densities 
sl ightly below or above p = 0.857, pressure suffer a con tant drift during the time seal acce ible 
to our imulations, indicating that th ystem at these densities is further from quilibrium than 
when p = 0.857. 
5Starting from its initial po ition, the distance traveled by each particle is recorded as a function 
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Fig. 2.6. Behavior of pressure P, potential energy per particle U, and 
diffusion coefficient D, versus time when the system, initially in the amor-
phous phase, is equilibrated at T = 0.205. The density is p = 0.857 and the 
number of particles is N = 961. 
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Next we address the question of whether the quasicrystal phase is stable, by 
comparing the values of the Helmholtz potential for the three crystal types. As can 
be seen [Fig. 2.4c, d], the structure of the quasicrystal arises from the bending rows 
of pentagons which locally resemble the pentagonal crystals of either type I or II. 
We assume that local arrangements of particles corresponding to a square crystal are 
defects 6 that would be absent in the perfect quasicrystal. If we assume that the local 
arrangement of the quasicrystal is similar to a combination of the local arrangements 
in the pentagonal crystal I and the pentagonal crystal II, we can approximate the 
Helmholtz potential of the quasicrystal by the average Helmholtz potential of the two 
pentagonal crystals. Because the quasicrystals have a positive entropy contribution 
to the total entropy due to their degeneracy [45], we add an additional term -TSc 
6Two large defects appear in 2.4c, one at the bottom center and the other in the upper right 
quadrant. 
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to the original estimate of the Helmholtz paten ial energy. Her Sc i the en ropy 
du to the po ible configurations of the quasicrystal. 
2.4 .2 Entropy 
We estimate Sc as the logarithm of the number of configurations formed by n pen-
tagons in th quasicrystal. A single pentagon can be ori nt d in two po ible ways 
when attached side by side to an existing row of pentagons. 1egl cting he int r-
action b tween adjacent row we can estimate the upper bound for the number of 
configurations a 2n , where n is the total number of pentagons in the quasicrystal. 
Note that at point A on Fig. 2.3, the Helmholtz potential of both pentagonal cry -
tals coincide, so an additional -TSc term should stabilize the quasicrystal in h 
vicinity of point A. 
To better es imate Sc, we notice that the bending rows of pentagons forming the 
quasicrystal resemble a compact self-avoiding random walk on the hexagonal lattice. 
The number of such walks grows as zn , where Z ~ 1.3 and n is the numb r of steps 
[53]. Since the formation of one pentagon in he midst of a perfect square crystal 
lower th energy of the syst m by U = -l, we estimate n to be (Uqc - U q) . 
As urning that he ground state energy of the quasicrystal is b tween Upr and Uptr 
the number of pentagons in th quasicrystal should not be smaller than he number 
of pentagons in the crystal of type II ( which is the pentagonal cry tal with the 1 sser 
number of pentagons and has n = ½ N). We estimat th entropy of configuration 
per particle to be Sc~ ln(zn)/ = ½ ln(l.3) = 0.087. Thus, the quasicr stal should 
be mor stable than the pentagonal crystals between T = 0.16 and T = 0.23 , where 
the gap b tw en the H lmhol z pot ntial of th p n agonal crystals is smaller han 
the configuration term TSc, which ranges from 0.014 to 0.020 in the int rval where 
T increa s from 0.16 to 0.23. Since the TSc term lowers the H lmholtz pot ntial 
of th obtain d quasicry tal configuration below the Helmholtz potential of the 
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two pentagonal crystals, it is likely that the obtained state with five-fold rotational 
symmetry is not the coexistence of type I and II pentagonal crystals, but is a stable 
quasicrystalline phase. A more rigorous investigation of this problem would either 
require the construction of a perfect Penrose tiling [54, 55] or of a random tiling 
[56, 57] involving the local structures of crystals type I and II. 
2.5 Discussion 
To summarize, perfect pentagonal crystals of type I and II do not form spontaneously 
during the time scales of our study. Instead, the quasicrystal, having long-range, 
five-fold orientational order with no t ranslational order, forms from the coalescence 
of pentagons present in the starting amorphous phase. The starting amorphous 
configuration must initially be quenched at a temperature low enough to prevent 
crystallization to the square phase. Moreover, the amorphous phase must be care-
fully thermalized at the quench temperature, as we have observed that upon heating 
a poorly equilibrated amorphous phase with a higher concentration of squares, the 
system phase separates into regions of pentagons and squares. If the starting amor-
phous phase does not have a sufficient concentration of pentagons, the quasicrystal 
will not form: large regions of square crystal will inhibit the long range order of 
pentagons and thus not give rise to the ten diffraction peaks in the isointensity plot. 
Note that the bending rows observed in our quasicrystal could resemble the stripe 
structure of a spinodal decomposition, the process when a system is cooled below the 
spinodal[50]. In the case of spinodal decomposition, the diffraction pattern would be 
similar to that of an amorphous structure. 
Before concluding, we note that Jagla, using Monte Carlo simulations, recently 
reported the existence of quasicrystals in a two-dimensional, monodisperse system of 
hard spheres interacting with a purely repulsive potential [46]. The quasicrystal we 
observe has a different structure from that modeled by Jagla: our quasicrystal is not 
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a ground state structure and forms only at nonzero temperatures. Also formation 
of quasicrystal in monodisperse ystems has been observed using complex, radially 
ymmetric potentials both in two dimensions [56] and three dimensions [58- 60]. To 
the best of our knowledge, the quasicrystal found in our simulations has a structure 
different from those pr viously tudied. 
Chapter 3 
Generic Mechanism for a 
Liquid-Liquid Phase 'Iransition 
3 .1 Introduction 
Recent experimental results [8] indicate that phosphorus, a single-component sys-
tem, can have two liquid phases: a high-density liquid (HDL) and a low-density 
liquid (LDL) phase. A first-order transition between two liquids of different den-
sities [29] is consistent with experimental data for a variety of materials [15, 61], 
including single-component systems such as water [62-66], silica [67], and carbon 
[68]. Molecular dynamics simulations of very specific models for supercooled water 
(11, 29, 69], liquid carbon [9], and supercooled silica [70, 71] predict a LDL-HDL crit-
ical point, but a coherent and general interpretation of the LDL-HDL transition is 
lacking. Here we show that the presence of a LDL and a HDL can be directly related 
to an interaction potential with an attractive part and two characteristic short-range 
repulsive distances. This kind of interaction is common to other single-component 
materials in the liquid state (in particular, liquid metals [21, 23- 29, 72]) and such 
potentials are often used to describe systems that exhibit a density anomaly [29]. 
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However our resul s show that th LDL and HDL phas s can occur in ystems 
with no density anomaly. Our result therefore pr s nt an experimental challenge 
to uncov r a liquid-liquid tran ition in systems like liquid me als, regardless of the 
presence of the density anomaly. 
3.2 Simple Models for a Liquid-Liquid Phase Tran-
sition 
Sev ral explanations have be n dev loped to under tand the liquid-liquid phas tran-
sition. For example, the two-liquid models [15] a sume that liquid at high pre ur 
ar a mixture of two liquid phases whose relative concentration depends on exter-
nal parameters. Other explanations for the liquid-liquid phase transition assum an 
anisotropi pot ntial [9, 11, 29 69- 71]. Here, we shall see ha liquid-liquid phase 
transition phenomena can arise ol ly from an i otropic pair interaction potential 
with two cbarac eristic length . 
For molecular liquid phosphoru P 4 (a for water) a te rabedral open structure 
is preferred at low pressure P and low t mp ratur T, whil a den r structure i 
favored a high P and high T [8, 62 63]. The exi t nee of these wo s ructures with 
different den ities suggests a pair interaction with two characteristic distances. The 
first distance can be associated with he hard-core exclusion between two particles 
and he second distance with aw ak repulsion (soft-core) which can be overcome at 
large pressure. Here we will use a generic thr e dim nsional (3D) model compos d 
of par icles interacting via an isotropic sof -core pair pot ntial. Such i otropic po-
tentials can be regarded as resul ing from an average over th angular part of more 
realistic po entials and are often used as a first approximation to understand he 
qualitative behavior of real systems [21, 23- 29 72- 74). For Ce and Cs, Stell and Hem-
mer propo d a potential with a nearest-neighbor repulsion and a weak long-range 
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attraction [72]. By means of an exact analysis in 1D, they found two critical points, 
with the high-density critical point interpreted as a solid-solid transition. The ana-
lytic calculations [23], simulations [24], and exact solution in 1D [25] of the structure 
factor for a model with a soft-core potential were found consistent with experimental 
structure factors for liquid metals such as Bi. The structure factor was also the focus 
of a theoretical study of a family of soft-core potentials for liquid metals by means 
of mean-spherical approximation [26] . More recently, the analysis of the solid phase 
of a model with a soft-core potential [27] was related to the experimental evidence 
of a liquid-liquid critical point in the K2Cs metallic alloy [28]. Moreover, for simple 
metals, soft-core potentials have been derived by first-principle calculations [21] and 
computed from experimental data [29]. The importance of soft-core potentials in the 
context of supercooled liquids was pointed out by Debenedetti and others [36, 40, 75], 
the analysis of experimental data for water giving rise to a soft-core potential [33- 35). 
3.3 Soft Core Potentials 
Among the isotropic potentials, much attention has been devoted to soft-core po-
tentials, which have a finite (soft-core) repulsion added to the infinite (hard-core) 
repulsion. The infinite repulsion is due to the impenetrability of the spheres. The 
finite repulsion represents the combination of all the quantum and classical repulsive 
effects averaged over the angular part. It has been shown [21, 76- 78] that a weak 
effective repulsion can be derived by a first principle calculation for liquid metals 
[23- 25). To understand the possibility of the solid-solid critical point in such ma-
terial as Ce and Cs, Hemmer and Stell [79] proposed a soft-core potential with an 
attractive interaction at large distances, performing an exact analysis in 1D. Over 
the past thirty years, several other soft-core potentials with one or more attractive 
wells were proposed and studied with approximate methods or numerical simulations 




I I I 
a b C 
F ig . 3. 1. The generic soft-core potential U(r) with an attractive well, as 
a function of the int r-particle distance r; a i the hard-core distance, b is 
the oft-core di tance c i th maximum attractive distance, - UA < 0 is 
the attractive energy and UR is the repulsive energy and three parameters 
WA/a, wR/a, and UR/UA. 
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the water anomalies [21, 23- 25, 29, 32- 36, 41 , 42 73- 81]. It has b n recently shown 
[42] for the fir t time in 3D with D, that an appropria e soft-core potential with 
an attractive well is able to show two supercooled liquids of <lift r nt densiti , with 
two critical points. Similar results have been reported for soft-core potentials with a 
linear repulsiv ramp by Monte Carlo simulations [41]. 
Following Ref. [ 42], we define the isotropic pair potential U ( r) a a function of 
the pair di tance r (see Fig. 3.1) 
00 for r<a 
U(r) = 
UR for a~r<b 
(3.1) 
- UA for b~r<c 
0 for c~r 
where a is the hard-core distance and b i the soft-core distanc . For a ~ r < b, 
the spheres interact with a finite (soft-core) r pulsive energy UR· For b ~ r < c the 
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pair's interaction is attractive with energy -UA < 0. The distance c is the cut-off 
radius beyond which the pair's interaction is considered negligible. 
The step-like shape in Eq. (3.1) has the advantage of being defined by only three 
parameters: the width of the soft-core in units of the hard-core distance WR/a = 
(b - a)/a, the width of the attractive well in the same units WA/a= (c - b)/a, and 
the soft-core energy in units of the attractive well energy U R/U A. 
3.4 Molecular Dynamics Study of the Isotropic 
Pair Potential 
To select the parameters for the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is not easy, 
and MD is too time consuming to study in a wide range of parameter values. Hence 
we first perform a.n integral equation analysis [82], whose predictions can be calcu-
lated rapidly and efficiently. In this technique, one derives the phase diagram by 
studying the static pair distribution function - which measures the probability of 
finding a particle at a given distance from a reference particle and thereby quanti-
fies the correlation between pairs of particles. Mathematically, this function can be 
written as the sum of an infinite series of many-dimensional integrals over particle 
coordinates, involving the pair interaction potential Since this exact expression is 
intractable, approximations must be made. Here we use the hypernetted-chain ap-
proximation, which consists of neglecting a specific class of these integrals, leading 
to a simplified integral equation that can be solved numerically. In the tempera-
ture - density (T-p) phase diagram, the region where the simplified equation has 
no solutions is related [82] to the region where the system separates into two fluid 
phases. This technique thus allows us to estimate the parameter range where two 
critkal points occur, and hence to find useful parameters values for the MD simula-
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Fig. 3.2. Pressure-density isotherms, crystallization line and spinodal line 
from the MD simulations for the isotropic pair potential in 3D. (a) , Inset : 
The pair potential energy U(r) as a function of the distance r between two 
particles. (a) Several isotherms for (bottom to top) kaT/UA = 0.57, 0.59, 
0.61, 0.63, 0.65, and 0.67 (ks is the Boltzmann constant). Diamonds repre-
sent data points and lines are guides for the eyes. The solid line connecting 
local maxima and minima along the isotherms represents the spinodal line. 
The two maxima of the spinodal line (squares) represent the two critical 
points C1 and C2. To determine the crystallization line (gray line) - below 
which the fluid is metastable with respect to the crystal - we place a crystal 
seed, prepared at very low T , in contact with the fluid and check, for each 
(T,p), if the seed grows or melts after 106 MD steps. The spontaneous for-
mation ( nucleation) of the crystal is observed, within our simulation times 
(~ 105 MD steps), only for p 2:: 0.27 a-3 . We use the structure factor S(Q) 
- the Fourier transform of the density-density correlation function for wave 
vectors Q - to determine when the nucleation occurs. Indeed, at the on-
set of nucleation, S(Q) develops large peaks at finite Q (Q = 12a-1 and 
Q = 6a- 1) . For each p, we quench the system from a high-T configuration. 
After a transient time for the fluid equilibration, we compute P(T, p), av-
eraging over 105 - 106 configurations generated from up to 12 independent 
quenches, making sure that the calculations are done before nucleation takes 
place. (b ) Enlarged view of the region around the gas-LDL critical point C1 
for kaT/UA = 0.570, 0.580, 0.590, 0.595, 0.600, 0.610, 0.620, 0.630. 
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parameter sets for the MD calculations. 
Specifically, we perform MD simulations in 3D at constant volume V, with the 
number of particles N = 490 and 850. We use periodic boundary conditions, a 
standard collision event list algorithm [36], and a modified Berendsen method to 
control T [83]. For each set of parameters, we find the appearance of two critical 
points (Fig. 3.2). 
3.5 Results 
A critical point is revealed by the presence of a region, in the P-p phase diagram, 
with negative-slope isotherms. In MD simulations, this region is related to the co-
existence of two phases [29] . The (local) maximum and minimum along an isotherm 
correspond to the limits of mechanical stability of each phase (supercooled and su-
perheated phase, respectively). By definition, these maxima and minima are points 
on the spinodal line (limit of mechanical instability, where the compressibility KT= 
-(l/V)(8V/oP)r of the system becomes infinite) for that temperature. Since the 
spinodal line has a maximum at a critical point, a way to locate a critical point is to 
find this maximum. In our simulations (Fig. 3.2), we find two regions with negatively-
sloped isotherms and the overall shape of the spinodal line has two maxima, showing 
the presence of two critical points C1 and C2 . Using the Maxwell construction in 
the P-V plane [29], we evaluate the coexistence lines of the two fluid phases asso-
ciated with each critical point (Fig. 3.3 and 3.4 ). Considering both the maxima 
of the spinodal line and the maxima of the coexistence regions in the P -p and P -T 
planes, we estimate the low-density critical point C1 at Tc1 = 0.606 ± 0.004 UA/k8 , 
Pc1 = 0.0177±0.0008 UA/a
3 , Pc1 = 0.11±0.01 a-
3
, and the high-density critical point 
C2 at Tc2 = 0.665 ± 0.005 UA/kB, Pc2 = 0.10 ± 0.01 UA/a3 , Pc2 = 0.32 ± 0.03 a-3 . 
Critical point C1 is at the end of the phase transition line separating the gas phase 
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Fig. 3.3. (a,b) The P-T phase diagram, with coexistence lines and critical 
points resulting from MD simulations. Panel ( b) is an enlargement of panel 
(a) in the vicinity of C1 . Circles represent points on the coexistence lines: 
open circles are for the gas-LDL coexistence, filled circles for the gas-HDL 
coexistence. Lines are guides for the eyes. The solid black line is the gas-
HDL coexistence line. The red line is the gas-LDL coexistence line. The 
solid red line is stable, while the dashed red line is metastable, with respect 
to the HDL phase. The orange line is the LDL-HDL coexistence line. The 
triangle represents the triple point. The projection of the spinodal line is 
represented in (a) and (b) by diamonds with dashed lines. The spinodal 
line is folded in this projection, with two cusps corresponding to the two 
maxima. in Fig. 3.2. Critical points occur where the coexistence lines meet 
these cusps. The critical point C1 is for the gas-LDL transition and C2 is 
for the gas-HDL transition. 
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lines schematically represent isotherms at the temperatures of C1 , 02, and of 
the triple point, respectively. Both ga.s-LDL and gas-HDL coexistence lines 
show a local maximum, representing the estimates of C1 and C2, respectively. 





separating the gas phase and the HDL phase. Their relative positions resemble the 
phosphorus phase diagram except that in the experiments, C2 has not been located 
[8], but is expected at the end of the gas-HDL transition line. 
Our phase diagram (Fig. 3.3 and 3.4 ) shows the following fluid phases. At high 
T > Te2 , the only fluid phase is the gas. At Te1 < T < Te2 , we find, depending 
on p, the gas alone, or the HDL alone (turquoise region), or the HDL coexisting 
with gas (black line in Fig. 3.3a and green region in Fig. 3.4a). Below Tel' the LDL 
phase appears alone (blue region), or in coexistence with the HDL (orange line in 
Fig. 3.3b and orange region in Fig. 3.4b), or in coexistence with the gas (red line in 
Fig. 3.3b and red region in Fig. 3.4b). The point where the gas-LDL coexistence line 
merges with the LDL-HDL coexistence line is the triple point. Below the pressure 
and temperature of the triple point, LDL is not stable and separates into gas and 
HDL. 
For phosphorus, the liquid-liquid transition occurs in the stable fluid regime (8]. 
In contrast, for our model, it occurs in the metastable fluid regime (see Fig. 1). 
We therefore wish to understand how to enhance the stability of the critical points 
with respect to the crystal phase. We find that by increasing the attractive well 
width (c - b)/a, both critical temperatures Tc1 and Tc2 increase and hence both 
critical points move toward the stable fluid phase, analogous to results for attractive 
potentials with a single critical point [84, 85]. For example, for attractive well width 
WA/ a = 0.2, both C1 and C2 are metastable with respect to the crystal , while for 
wR/a > 0.7 we find C1 in the stable fluid phase. 
The phase diagram is also sensitive to the relative width of the shoulder bf a 
and to its relative height UR/UA. By decreasing b/a or by increasing UR/UA , Tc2 
decreases and becomes smaller than Te
1
• This means that, in these cases, the high-
density C2 occurs below the temperature of the gas-liquid critical point i.e., C2 is in 
the liquid pha-Se and represents a LDL-HDL critical point, as in supercooled water 
[11, 62, 64, 65, 69]. 
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Th soft-core potential with the sets of paramet rs w u e di play no "density 
anomaly" (8V/ BT)p < 0. At first sight, this result is surprising sine soft-core poten-
tials have often been u ed to explain the density anomaly (see Refs. [29 36]). To un-
der tand this result, we consider the entropy S (th d gr of di ord r in the system) 
and the thermodynamic relation -(8V/8T)p = (8S/8P)r = (8S/fJV)r(fJV/8P)r. 
Of necessity (8V/8P)r < 0, (8V/8T)p < 0 implies (8S/8V)T < 0, i .. the den ity 
anomaly implies that he disorder in the system increases for decreasing volume. For 
example, this is th case for water. Thi i consistent with the negative slop dP / dT 
of th crystal-liquid transition line for water, which implies 6.S/ 6. V < 0 since, ac-
cording to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, dP / dT = 6.S / 6. V, where 6.S and 6. V 
are the entropy and volume differen between th two coexisting phases. 
For our system we expect the reverse: (8V/8T)p > 0 thus (fJS/8V)r > 0, con-
istent with the positive slope of the LDL-HDL tran ition lin dP/dT ( e Fig. 3.3b). 
We confirm our expectation that (8S/8V)r > 0 by explicitly calculating S for our 
system by means of thermodynami integration. 
Our result show that th pr sence of two critical points and the occurrenc 
of the density anomaly are not necessarily related, suggesting that one might seek 
experimental evidence of a liquid-liquid pha e transition in systems with no density 
anomaly. In particular a second critical point may also exist in liquid metals that 
can be described by soft-core potentials. Thus he class of experimental systems 
di playing a second critical point may be broader than previously hypoth sized. 
Chapter 4 
The Liquid-Liquid Phase 
Transition and Solid Phase 
4.1 Introduction 
Soft-core potentials have been widely u ed to study a variety of syst ms such as 
liquid metals, metallic mixtures, electrolyte and colloids, as well as anomalous liq-
uids like water and silica [21, 23- 25, 29- 36, 41, 42, 73- 81, 86]. In these models, the 
specific structural characteristic at the molecular ( or atomic) level is neglected and 
the molecules (or atoms) are represent d by imple sph res. Quantum effect (such 
as he quantum nature of chemical interactions) and cla sical ffects ( uch a the 
Coulomb interaction) ar modeled through a phenomenological isotropic pair po-
t ntial. The advantages of this approach are that while these potentials are imp! 
enough to be treated analyti ally [87], they still allow a qualitativ comparison with 
t he experiment . Mor over, they can be studied by means of numerical simulations 
less tim -consuming than tho e of r alistic model [88] . 
We consid ran off-lattice model in three dimensions (3D) [42] related to the soft-
core potential studied by Hemmer and Stell [79] for solid-solid critical points. Our 
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model shows a phase diagram with two fluid-fluid phase transitions, a feature recently 
seen in experiments on phosphorus [8, 89] and confirmed by specific simulations [90]. 
In Ref. [42) we showed that both first-order fluid-fluid phase transitions end in critical 
points; a low-density critical point C1, and a high-density critical point C2. For the 
considered potential, both transitions occur in the supercooled phase with respect 
to the crystal phase. 
The hypothesis of a second critical point has been proposed [11] as a way to ratio-
nalize the density anomaly- i.e., the expansion upon isobaric cooling- in network-
forming fluids, such as water [11, 29- 31, 91], carbon [68], silica [67) and silicon [92]. 
Consequently, both the experimental [61, 63-66, 93, 94] and theoretical [32- 36, 40, 41, 
75, 86, 95, 96] investigations about the possibility of a second critical point have been 
focused on systems with the density anomaly (Fig. 4.la). However, the results of 
Ref. [42] have shown that the presence of the critical point C2 does not necessarily 
induce the density anomaly, indicating that the quest for simple liquids with two crit-
ical points is not restricted to systems with densities exhibiting anomalous behavior 
(Fig. 4.1 b). We push the analysis forward in this paper by studying the equilibrium 
phase diagram and showing that the system introduced in Ref. [42] has a single crys-
tal phase in the range of considered densities, suggesting that the absence of density 
anomalies is related to the presence of only one stable crystal structure. 
To reach this goal, we organize the work in the following way. After the defini-
tion of our soft-core potentials (Section 4.2), (i) we describe in detail the integral 
equations in the hyper-netted chain (HNC) approximation (Section 4.3) and (ii) we 
generate new calculations using different assigned parameters for the pair potential, 
thus establishing a bridge between the potential studied in Ref. [42] and the potential 
investigated in Ref. [32, 36] and rationalizing how- in addition to the critical point 
C1- the critical point C2 arises as a function of the parameters of the pair potential 
(Section III.B). (iii) We then describe in detail the molecular dynamics (MD) sim-

































Fig. 4 .1. Schematic pressure- temperature P -T phase diagrams with two 
critical points. Solid lines represent first order phase transition lines, circles 
represents critical points. (a) Phase diagram with critical point C between 
the gas and the uniform liquid phase at high T and low P and critical point 
C' between the low-density liquid (LDL) and the high-density liquid (HDL) 
at low T and high P. This phase diagram has been proposed for water 
and has been shown to be consistent with the density anomaly. (b) Phase 
diagram with critical point C1 between the gas and the LDL at low T and low 
P and the critical point C2 between the gas and the HDL at high T and high 
P. Increasing P at constant temperature Ta. below C1 (dashed line at Ta.), 
the system undergoes a first order phase transition between the gas and the 
LDL phase, followed by a first order phase transition between the LDL and 
the HDL phases. Increasing the pressure at constant temperature Tb above 
C1 but below C2 (dashed line at n), the system undergoes only a first order 
ph~e transition between the gas and the HDL. The square represents the 
gas-LDL-HDL triple point. This phase diagram has been found in Ref. [42] 
with no evidence of the density anomaly. 
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crystal structure in the range of simulated densities has two characteristic lattice 
distances (Section 4.4.1). (iv) vVe also analyze via MD simulations the supercooled 
liquid phase and the metastable fluid-fluid phase transition (Section 4.4.2); (v) in 
order to construct an accurate phase diagram and study the finite size effect, we 
perform new MD simulations in addition to the calculations presented in Ref. [42] 
(Section 4.4.3). Hence, (vi) we study the radial distribution function, comparing the 
HNC predictions with the MD results and analyzing the composition of the system 
within the fluid-fluid coexisting regions (Section 4.5) . Finally, ( vii) we address the 
density anomaly issue by presenting the explicit thermodynamic calculation (based 
on the MD phase diagram) that allows us to exclude the presence of the density 
anomaly (Section 4.6). We give our conclusions in Section 4.7. 
4 .2 Isotropic Pair Potential 
We implement the pair potential discussed in Sec. 3.3 and shown again in the inset 
of Fig. 4.2. The isotropic pair potential has a hard-core radius a and a soft-core 
distance WR/ a= (b- a)/a. For a< r < b, the particles repel each other with energy 
UR> 0; at distance WA/a= (c-b)/a, they attract each other with energy -UA < 0. 
For r > c the interaction is considered negligible and is approximated to zero. The 
potential has three free parameters: WR/a, WA/a, and UR/UA-
For the sake of comparison with Ref. [32, 36], we consider both UR > 0 and 
UR < 0. We use the integral equations in the HNC approximation to explore the 
phase diagram of the model as a function of these three parameters. This approach 
is approximate, but produces quick results. 
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4.3 Integral Equations in the Hyper-Netted Chain 
Approximation 
In this section1 we present details of the integral equations and the H C approxi-
mation adopted in Ref. (42] and in this work. The radial distribution function g(r) 
plays a central role in the physics of fluids [87]. This quantity is proportional to the 
probability of finding a particle at a distance r from a reference particle. It is defined 
as the ratio of local to bulk density at distance r, 
1 dN(r) 
g(r) = 41rr2p dr (4.1) 
where dN(r) is the number of particles at a distance between r and r + dr from 
the reference particle and p is the number density, assumed to be independent of 
r (uniform system). The radial distribution function goes to 1 for large r and is 
always 1 for a random spatial distribution of particles. To represent deviations from 
randomness, the total pair correlation function h(r) _ g(r) - 1 is introduced. 
These functions are relevant because they are directly measurable by radiation 
scattering experiments and are related to the thermodynamic properties of the fluid. 
A fundamental relation between structure and thermodynamics is given by 
ksTPKr = 1 + p J h(r) df', (4.2) 
where Kr = (8p/ 8P)r/ pis the isothermal compressibility, Pis the pressure, and k8 
is the Boltzmann constant. Provided that the particles interact through pairwise-
additive forces, other thermodynamic properties of the fluid-such as the internal 
energy- can be expressed using integrals over the pair correlation function. 
The function h(r) is the result of the interaction of all the particles in the system. 
Formally, h(r) can be decomposed into (i) the contribution coming from the direct 
1 Calculations using the HNC approximation and presentation of Sec. 4.3 are contributed by 
Gianpiero Malescio, a co-author of Ref. [42] and [43]. 
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interaction between two particles at distance r, called c(r), and (ii) the contribution 
due to the indirect interaction propagated through any other particle in the sys-
tem. This second contribution is written in turn as an integral convolution of direct 
correlations and total pair correlation. 
This decomposition, for uniform systems, is expressed by the Ornstein-Zernike 
relation 
h(r) = c(r) + p j c(r')h(ji- r'I) dr' . (4.3) 
Equation (4.3) is also the formal definition of c(r). Both h(r) and c(r) in Eq. (4.3) 
are unknown functions, thus to solve this equation, one needs another relation ( clo-
sure) between these two functions. This relation is provided by the diagrammatic 
expansion of g(r) [87] which, after formal summation, yields the functional relation 
g(r) = exp[-,BU(r) + h(r) - c(r) + d(r)] , (4.4) 
where U(r) is the inter-particle potential and f3 = l/(ksT) and d(r) is the sum 
over a specific class of diagrams (bridge diagrams) [87]. Since d(r) cannot be exactly 
calculated, one resorts to approximate expressions. The simplest approximation 
assumes d(r) = 0 (HNC closure) [97]. One expects this approximation to work 
better at lower p, where the direct correlation is more relevant than the correlation 
propagated through the other particles. However, our results (see Section V) will 
show that this intuitive observation is not straightforward, at least for soft-core 
potentials. 
4.3.1 Iterative Procedure 
The solution of the integral Eqs. (4.3,4.4) with the HNC closure is obtained through 
a numerical iterative procedure whose essential scheme is the following. Under the 
assumption d(r) = 0, one can write g(r) as 
g(r) = exp[-,BU(r) + 0(r)] , (4.5) 
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where the function 0(r) _ h(r) - c(r) has the remarkable property of being a contin-
uous function of r, even for discontinuous potentials (such as in this paper). From 
the definitions of h(r), 0(r), and Eq. (4.5), one can derive the equation 
c(r) = exp(-,BU(r) + 0(r) ] - 0(r) - 1 . (4 .6) 
By using the Fourier transform f (q) = J f(r) exp(iif · r) df', defined for a generic 
function f(r), from Eq. (4.3) we obtain 
h(q) = c(q) + p c(q) h(q) . (4 .7) 
Or, using the definition of 0(r), we have 
A &(q) 
0(q) = p 1 A( ) • - pcq (4.8) 
The numerical iteration is based on Eqs. (4.6) and (4.8). 
We start by choosing an initial guess for 0(r ). A reasonable input, at least 
at high temperatures, is the 0(r) of a fluid of hard spheres with diameter a. In 
fact , at high temperatures our potential can be approximated with a simple hard-
core repulsion. We calculate the corresponding 0(r) from the analytic solution of 
the Percus-Yevick integral equation for hard spheres (87]. Next, at constant p, we 
decrease the temperature by oT and perform calculations at fixed p and T by using 
as input the 0(r) obtained as a solution at p and T + 6T. 
From the chosen guess of 0(r), we calculate c(r) using Eq. (4.6) . Its Fourier 
transform c(q) is used in Eq. (4.8) to calculate 0(q) . Its inverse Fourier transform 
provides a new 0(r) that is used as a new input for the next cycle. We evaluate 
the functions on M = 2048 discrete points rm = mor, with m = 1, ... , M and 
or= 0.01a. Successive iterations of the elementary cycle defines a sequence e<k>(r), 
where k = 1, 2, . .. is the number of the iteration. If the difference between two 
consecutive elements of this sequence, 
(4.9) 
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decreases for increasing k, the sequen converges toward a O•(r) that is the solution 
of our integral equation . The iteration pro e is stopped when 6. :S 10- 7 . 
Based on thi iterative procedure, different algorithms [98] can be used to improve 
the accuracy and rapidity of convergence of th numerical olution of H C equations. 
However, independent of the algorithm used, there exists a region in the p-T plane 
where no olution can be found i.e., for any p, there i a Tb low which the numerical 
algorithm does not converge, defining an instability line in the p-T plane. 
It has been observed that for a large numb r of simple fluid pair potentials, the 
shap of the instability line qualitatively resembles the region of spinodal decompo-
sition of the fluid [82]. strict identification of the spinodal line of the fluid is not 
po sible. In fact, approa hing the spinodal line by deer a ing T at constant p the 
isothermal compressibility Kr diverg s, while the HNC equations are able to predict 
a diverging Kr only in some particular p-T points (99]. However, the comparison of 
the H C calculations with the MD results (Section 4.5) shows that, for our potential, 
the H C instability line is qualitatively consistent with the spinodal line 2 • 
2The equations of state can be obtained following three different route [87]: by thermodynamic 
in egration of Kr, by using the Clausius virial theorem, or by integration of the Maxwell relations 
between P , entropy, and total energy. As already known (87), due to the approximated nature of 
the H C clo ure, the results of the three different routes do not coincide i.e., the theory i thermo-
dynamically incon i t nt. The inconsist ncy can be partially removed by modifying the closure in 
such a way that i depend on a param ter. Thi parameter is u ually fixed by r quiring that he 
virial pressure be equal to the pressure calculated through the compressibility route. This way, a 
more accurate estimate of the spinodal line is obtained and, due to the thermodynamic consistency, 
the binodal (or coexistence) line can also be calculated. However, the numerical procedures become 
much more computational-time consuming than the solution of the H C equations without the 
thermodynamic consistency. Therefore, for a first extensive investigation in the parameter space of 
the model potential , we choose to solve the in egral equations in the HNC approximation without 
imposing the thermodynamic consist ncy. 
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4.3.2 Results 
First, we calculate the instability line of the H C equations for the potential inves-
tigated in Ref. [32, 36]. The corresponding parameters are WR/ a= 0.4, wA/a = 0.3, 
and U R/UA = - 0.5. In this ca e, the soft-car i given by two attractiv well with 
different depths. Calculations in lD and 2D [32, 36] have shown a water-like density 
anomaly making it interes ing to analyze he phase diagram in 3D. However, the 
instability line for thi case (Fig. 4.2) is similar o the spinodal line usually exhibited 
by a simple fluid e.g., interacting via a Lennard-Jones potential with the maximum 
of th spinodal line corresponding to the liquid-gas critical point. pan increasing 
Un/UA to 0.5 (Fig. 4.2), the only evident change of the instability line is a shift 
toward a lower T as a r sult of th overall d crease of the inter-particle attraction , 
with no hints of a second critical point. A small shift to low r p is al o seen. This 
behavior is more evident for larger WR. 
ext, we consider a potential with a larger WR (wR/ a= 0.7, wA/a = 0.3). The 
instability line is calculated for several values of UR/UA (Fig. 4.3). Upon incr a ing 
UR/UA, we now find not only the shift to a lower T, but also an evident shift of the 
maximum of the lin (i.e. the critical point, assuming that the instability lin repr -
nts the b havior of the pinodal line) to a lower p. This result can be rationalized 
by observing that pa sing from UR < 0 to UR > 0, the soft-core becomes more and 
more difficult to penetrat and th syst m pa ses from a potential with a hard-cor 
a and an effective attractive range WA +wn to a potential with an effective hard-core 
b, for URI U A large enough and an attractive range WA- s a cons quenc of th in-
crease of the effective hard-core, the critical d nsity d creases and as a consequence 
of the d er ase of the effective overall attraction, the critical temperature decreas s. 
Comparing Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 we notice an important difference. In the case 
of larger w R (Fig. 4.3), as U R/U A incr ases the temperature of the instability line 
do s not decrease for increa ing p, but b comes rather flat. This re ult suggests that 
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F ig. 4 .2 . Instability line of the HNC equations in 30 in tbe p-T plane for 
the pair potential in Eq. (3.1), with wn/a = 0.4, WA/a = 0.3, and (from top 
to bottom) UR/UA = -0.5, 0.0, 0.5. For UR/UA = - 0.5, the pair potential 
recovers the one studied in 10 and 20 in Ref. [32, 36). The symbols represent 
the calculations and the lines are guides for the eyes. Inset: the isotropic 
pairwise-additive potential U(r) as a function of the inter-particle distance 
r; a is the hard-core distance, b is the soft-core distance, c is the maximum 
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F ig. 4.3 . Instability lines, as in Fig. 4.2, for the pair potentials with 
parameters WR/a= 0.7, wA/a = 0.3, and (from top to bottom) UR/UA = 
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Fig. 4.4. Instability lines, as in Fig. 4.2, for the pair potentials with 
parameters WR/a = 1.0, WA/a= 0.2, and (from top to bottom) U R!UA = 
0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7. The full symbols correspond to the set of 
parameters selected for the MD calculations. 
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the instability line might develop a second maximum at larger values of p for even 
larger wn. 
We thus consider a potential with wn/a = l.O and wA/a = 0.2. The results 
(Fig. 4.4) show that for 0.4 s U n/U A s 0.6, the instability line has two well-distinct 
local maxima, suggesting the possibility of two critical points in the phase diagram 
for the fluid phases 3 . For Un/UA :S 0.3 or Un/UA 2:: 0.7 , the instability line shows 
3The overall shape of the instability line with two local maxima is consistent with the phase 
diagram derived by C. F. Tejero and M. Baus, Phys. Rev. E 57, 4821 (1998) within a van der 
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a single maximum, similar to the typical spinodal line of a fluid of hard spheres 
with diameter a. or b, respectively, attracting via a square well of width WA- As a 
consequence of this analysis, we choose WR/a= 1, WA/a= 0.2, and Un/UA = 0.5 as 
the set of parameters for the potential used in the MD calculations in 3D [42J. 
4.4 Molecular Dynamics Study 
In this section we give extensive details on the MD method and extend the analysis 
performed in Ref. [42] by including new calculations for the crystal phase, the crys-
tal nucleation process, and the metastable phases. We perform MD simulations at 
constant number of particles N of unit mass m, at constant volume V, with periodic 
boundary conditions, and at constant average temperature T . We present the results 
for N = 490, N = 720, and N = 1728. The average temperature is set by coupling 
the system to a thermal bath at the assigned T , with a thermal exchange coefficient 
per particle between the system and the bath equal to k = 0.015 (UA/m) 1f2k8 /a. We 
use a standard collision event list algorithm [51] to evolve the system and a modified 
Berendsen method to achieve the desired T [83]. 
The pressure is calculated by using the virial expression for a step potential (88] 
p = !!2. \~v~ + 2- ~'C::::.v ·. (f'. - r·)) 3V L i 6t L i ' J ' 
i i,j 
(4.10) 
with °L.';,j sum over the particles pairs ( i, j) undergoing a collision in the time interval 
t::::.t = {105ma2 /UA) 1/ 2 (hereafter used as unit of t ime) and with 6vi - V: - Vi, where 
vi and V: are the velocities of the particle i at position ~ before and after the collision 
with particle j at position ij . 
Waals approach for an effective density-dependent interaction potential. 
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4.4.1 Crystal 
First, to locate the equilibrium crystal line we simulate a crystal seed surrounded by 
the gas. We prepare a crystal seed by cooling at a gas configuration at T = 0.45U A/ kB 
with density p = 0.018/a3. 
The crystal (Fig. 4..5) is the effect of the competition between the hard-core 
repulsion at distance r = a and the attraction at distance r = b. The resulting 
structure is reminiscent of the close packing of hard spheres with diameter a or b, 
but the competition gives rise to new symmetries (Fig. 4.5). The minimum in the 
inter-particle interaction potential at b S r < c would induce a face-centered-cubic 
crystal with lattice space ranging from b to c and a characteristic six-fold symmetry 
on one projection plane with seven particles to form a triangular lattice. However, 
due to the soft-core, the system can allocate particles at the hard-core distance 
a= b/2. This induces a twelve-fold symmetry, placing an average number of twelve, 
almost on-plane, nearest neighbor ( nn) particles at a distance 1 S r / a ;S 1.2 to form 
a dodecagon around two particles. These two rm particles, which are next-nearest 
neighbors of the dodecagon at a distance 2 ~ r / a S 2. 2, are placed on a line almost 
perpendicular to the plane individuated by the dodecagon (Fig. 4.5b). This structure 
is distorted in such a way as to form non-closed chains of nn particles that wrap along 
another axis to give rise to an eight-fold symmetry (Fig. 4.5c,d) . 
By analyzing the crystal structure obtained from the MD simulations, we con-
clude that the position of the particles in the crystal can be described by 
r = i . a+ j.-;; + k. c + r.n, (4.11) 
where (with respect to the center of the cell) ~ form= 1, .. . 10 are the coordinates 
of the ten particles forming a crystal cell; a, b, and c the lattice vectors describing 
the position of the center of the cell; and i, j, and k integers such that i + j + k is 
even . We estimate the lattice vectors (Table 4.1) and the coordinates of the particles 
forming the cell (Table 4.2) after an equilibration time 102 6.t at T = 0.03U Al k8 for 


















Fig. 4.5. The MD configuration equilibrated at kBT/UA = 0.45 and a3p = 
0.018. Darker particles are farther away from the observation point. (a) 
The crystal, with defects, surrounded by the gas. Bonds connect particles 
at distance 1 ~ r / a ~ 1.2. The radius of the particles is not in scale with 
the distances. A typical ring of eight particles (octagon) is plotted with a 
larger radius (b) A section of the crystal. Bonds connect particles at distance 
2 ~ r / a ~ 2.2. The radius of the particles is in scale with the distances. 
Note, in the upper part of the panel, a ring of 12 nn particles ( dodecagon), 
connected by bonds to two central particles. (c) The same 12 particles of 
the section in (b) are plotted with a larger radius with respect to the other 
particles. Bonds are like those in panel (a). ( d) A rotation of 40 degrees 
around a central horizontal axis of the section in (c) reveals the eight-fold 
symmetry observed in (a). 
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X y Z 
a/a 1.95 0.00 0.11 
b/a o.oo 3.41 o.oo 
c/a 0.00 0.00 1.94 
Table 4.1. The coordinates of the lattice vector as obtained after an equi-
libration time 1026.t at T = 0.03U A/ ks of the artificial crystal (Fig. 4.6) 
proposed to describe the crystal structure found in the MD simulations 
(Fig. 4.5). The errors on the parameters are on the last decimal digit and 
decrease as the square root of the time of averaging. 
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an artificial rystal placed in th vacuum (Fig. 4.6). The resulting density of the 
cry ta! is a3 p '.::::'. 0.39. 
Surface ffects could be r sponsible for the tilt that can b s en m ig. 4.6d. In 
a y tern with N = 720, this tilt disapp ars when the sample is equilibrated at a 
high r T (Fig. 4.7). 
We compare the g(r) (Fig. 4.8) of the MD crystal in Fig. 4.5 and of the artificial 
crystal in Fig. 4.6, both equilibrated at T = 0.48UA/k8 . Both functions show peaks 
located at the same distanc , with two large peak at r / a = 1 and r / a = 2 onsis-
tent with the pr sence of the two characteristic distances a and b in the potential. 
The comparison confirms that the proposed crystal is a good repr sentation of th 
crystal tructure generated by the MD imulation. The slightly different intensities 
of the peaks of the g(r) of th two system are probably due to the defects of the 
MD rystal. 
The validity of the artificial crystal as a good description of the r al crystal 
structure is also confirmed by the evolution of the pot ntial en rgy per particle 
(inset in Fig. 4.8), when the MD crystal and the artificial crystal are h a ed from 
the configuration equilibrated at T = 0.48UA/kB, to T = 0.60UA/ke. Both sample 
equilibrate to the same energy. The starting potential energy is, as expected in both 





Fig. 4.6. The artificial crystal configuration equilibrated for a time 102 D.t 
with an MD simulation at T = 0.03UA/ka. Bonds connect particles at dis-
tance r / a :$ 1.2. The radius of the particles is not in scale with the distances. 
Greater particles are closer to the observation point. The configuration con-
tains 15 cells. The central cell is emphasized by darker bonds. (a) Each cell 
has four particles at the corners of a rectangle (fm with m = 1, ... 4 in Ta-
ble 4.2), whose long sides form two triangles with two particles on the same 
plane ('Gn with m = 5,6 in Table 4.2), and shor t sides form two tetrahedra, 
each with two more particles (rm with m = 7, ... 10 in Table 4.2). {b) The 
crystal configuration rotated by 1r /4 around a. central horizontal axis shows 
the eight-fold symmetry seen in Fig. 4.5a and d. ( c) A further rotation of 
1r/4 around the same axis shows the dodecagons seen in F ig. 4.5b and c. (d) 
A rotation of 1r /2 around a central vertical axis shows again the octagons 
seen in Fig. 4.5a and d. 
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m Xm Ym z nsc naw m m m 
1 li l2 l3 6 15 
2 -l1 l2 - l3 6 15 
3 -li - l2 -h 6 15 
4 l1 - l2 l3 6 15 
5 -l4 0 - ls 3 24 
6 l4 0 ls 3 24 
7 - l5 -h -la 4 21 
8 l5 -l1 la 4 21 
9 - [5 l1 - ls 4 21 
10 [5 l1 la 4 21 
Table 4.2. The coordinates rm = (xm, Ym, Zm) for m = 1, ... 10 of the 
ten particles forming a crystal cell, with respect to the center of the cell, 
as obtained after an equilibration time 102b.t at T = 0.03UA/kB of the 
artificial crystal (Fig. 4.6). The characteristic distances, with an error on the 
last decimal digit, are: lifa = 0.53, l2/a = 0.59, l3/a = 0.07 l4 /a = 1.43, 
ls/a = 0.05, l5/a = 0.03, l7/a = 1.40 la/a = 0.52. The errors decrease as 
the square root of the time of averaging. For each particle m of the cell, we 
denote with n::;_ the number of particles in the crystal at a distance r ~ b (in 
the soft-core) and with n~ the number of particles at a distance b < r ~ c 
(in the attractive well). 
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(a) 
. • . . • . . . . -- . . • • . . . ,.. . . . .. . 
• ' 0 • ~ :: 
• 
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• . . ' . . . . 
' 
. . . . . 
(b) . 
Fig. 4. 7 . The artificial crystal configuration for N. = 720 particles equili-
brated with a MD simulation at T = O.lOUA/ke (a) and at T = 0.52UA/ka 
(b). Bonds connect particles at distance r /a :S 1.2. The radius of the parti-
cles is not in scale with the distances. The crystal seeds are in equilibrium 
with the gas phase and show many defects. The tilt present at the lower T 
in (a.), disappears at the higher T in (b). 
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number of part icles at distance a ::5 r <band at distance b ::5 r < c (Table 4.2), due 
to surface effects. We find analogous results for the evolution of the kinetic energy. 
To test if the system has more than one crystal structure as a function of the den-
sity, a fluid configurat ion equilibrated at T = 0.8UA/k8 and p = 0.267 /a3 is cooled 
at T = 0.6UA/kB and we compare the resulting g(r) with the case of the crystal 
seeds at T = 0.45UA/ ke and p = 0.018/a3 to find no relevant differences (Fig. 4.9). 
At the same time, the attempt of finding alternative artificial crystal structures has 
revealed, after an appropriate equilibration, that the only stable structure is the one 
presented in Fig. 4.6. We therefore assume that the system, at least for this choice of 
the potential 's parameters, has one single crystal structure independent of p within 
the considered range of densities. 
Starting with a configuration with t he crystal seed described above, we equilibrate 
the system at different densities and temperatures. We define the system to be in 
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Time per particle t/(N .6.t) 
0 2 4 
Distance r/a 
Fig. 4.8 . The radial distribution functions g(r) for the MD crystal 
( solid line) and the artificial crystal ( dotted line), both equilibrated at 
T = 0.48UA/ks, a.re very close to each other. Inset: the potential energy 
densi ty U /N for the MD crystal (solid line) with N = 490 and the artificial 
crystal (dotted line) with N = 720, both equilibrated at T = 0.60UA/kB 
starting from a configuration equilibrated at T = 0.48UA/kB, as function of 
the time divided by the number of particles N. 
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Fig. 4.9 . Comparison of the radial distribution function g(r) calculated for 
two MD configurations obtained by cooling the system at different densities: 
the solid line is for the configuration at ksT/U A= 0.60 and a3 p = 0.267, the 
dashed line for the configuration at ksT/UA = 0.45 and a3p = 0.018. The 
two functions are very close to each other for distances r / a $ 4, showing 
that the crystal structure is the same at both densities. The difference 
between the two functions is consistent with the presence of defects and of 
the surrounding gas. 
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growing, or we consider it in a fluid phase if the seed is melting. The cases in which 
th trend is not clear within the simulation time are consider d as belonging o the 
first-order transition region. 4 The crystallization pressure rapidly increas s with p 
and T, giving a first-order transition lin (in the thermodynamic limit) that separates 
the equilibrium P-p pha diagram in a high-T fluid and a low-T cry tal (Fig. 4.10) 
[42]. 
4.4.2 Supercooled Liquids 
At equilibrium, there is no (stab! ) liquid phase. A phase diagram without an equilib-
rium liquid phase is expected [85, 100- 105] for systems with an inter-particle potential 
with a narrow attractive part, such as the one we are considering here. However, 
the liquid is present as a metastable (supercooled) phase with resp ct to the crys-
tal phase [42] . To study the metastable phase diagram, we equilibrat the system 
for each p from a gas configuration at T = 0.70UA/k8 and then rapidly cool it 
to the desired T 2: 0.57UA/k8 , calculating P, g(r), and the total potential energy 
U = I::j U(h - rj[). 
We find hat he supercooled fluid phase has a life-time longer than 3 x 103 6.t 
(the standard length of our imulations) for p ;S 0.20/a3 at T ::::::: 0.57UA/k8 , for 
p ;S 0.27 /a3 at T::::::: 0.65UA/kB , and for p ;S 0.34/a3 at T::::::: 0.70UA/k8 . Th ystem 
is equilibrat din the fluid phase fort 2: 206.t, after which we average P, g(r) , and 
U over the time. We calculate ach state point by averaging th configurations for 
3 x 102 .6..t ::; t ::; 3 x 103 6.t. We estimate the errors by dividing the configurations in 
90 non-overlapping int rvals of 306.t , assumed to be independent. 
For larger p, the sy tern spontaneously crys allize (homog neous nucleation pro-
cess). Thus, we only av rage over configurations that occur before nucleation. To be 
4It is known that in finite-systems a first-order transition gives rise to a ransition region rather 



















0.1 0.2 3 0.3 Density a p 
Fig. 4.10. The MD P-p phase diagram. The thick dashed line is the 
gas-crystal first-order transition line a.t the equilibrium. The calculations in 
the region below this line are for the metastable fluid states. Main panel: 
the diamonds (full and open) are the MD calculations for (bottom to top) 
0.57 s kaT/UA s 0.70, with increment. of 0.0lUA/ka. The dotted lines 
are the isotherms calculated by polynomial interpolations of the points at 
constant T and, at the same time, of the points at constant p. The circle 
at p = 0.1/a3 is the gas-LDL critical point 01, The square at p = 0.306/a3 
is the gas-HDL critical point C2. The solid thick lines connecting the local 
minima and maxima along the isotherms are the spinodal lines associated to 
each critical point and the shaded regions are the associated mechanically 
unstable regions. The dashed lines, passing through the critical points, are 
the coexistence regions associated to each critical point. The meeting point 
of the gas-HDL coexistence line with the gas-LDL coexistence line gives 
the possible triple point {full triangle at p '.'.:= 0.12/a3). Where not shown, 
the errors are smaller than the symbols. Inset: enlarged view around C1 . 
Symbols are as in the main panel. The diamonds are the MD calculations 
for (bottom to top) kaT/UA == 0.580 0.590, 0.595, 0.600, 0.603, 0.606, 0.609, 
0.620, 0.630, 0.640, 0.660. 
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certain that our estimates are carried out in the fluid phase, we study 




where fJ(t) is the position of particle j at time t and if is the wavevector. At equi-
librium, the average of S(q, t) over t he time and the wavevectors wit h the same 
module is the structure factor S(q), describing the spatial correlation in the system. 
Therefore, S(if, t) describes the time-evolution of the spatial correlation along the 
wavevector if. In particular, for a crystal-like configuration with a long-range or-
der there is at least one wavevector such that S(q, t) ~ O(N), while for a fluid-like 
configuration it is S(if, t) ~ 0(1) for all if. 
The time-evolution of S(if, t) for a typical simulation inside the nucleation region 
is presented in Fig. 4.11. To limit the computational effort, we consider 9 x 104 
wavevectors with modulus q ::; 100/ a, which is much larger than the wavevectors of 
the largest peak of the crystal structure factor, q ~ 21r/(a/2), corresponding to the 
hard-core radius (Fig. 4.llc). Three different regimes can be distinguished in the 
example in Fig. 4.11. 
(i) A short-time regime "A", in which S(q, t) ~ 0(1) for any q (q = 1/a and 
q ~ 12/a ~ 4n-ja are shown in Fig. 4.lla,b). Averaged on this interval (curve 
A in Fig. 4.llc) the S(q) is fluid-like. 
(ii) An intermediate-time regime "B", in which S(if, t) for q = 1/a has an increase, 
but has no increase for q ~ 41r / a. Averaged on this interval ( curve B in 
Fig. 4.llc) the S(q) is fluid-like, but with an increase for q ➔ 0. This increase 
indicates an increase of Kr, according to the equation 
kBTPKr = limS(q) , 
q---,0 
(4.13) 
where we use the Eq. (4.2) and the definition S(if) _ 1 + ph(if). The increase 
of Kr is associated with the phase separation into two fluids with different 
densities. 
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Fig. 4.11. MD calculations. (a) Time evolution of the structure factor 
S(q, t) at T = 0.62U A/ kB and /J = 0.27 / a3, for wavevectors with modulus 
q = 1/a and for a time t/~t = 3000; in the time interval "N' with 200~t ~ 
t ~ 500~t, it is S(ij, t) ~ 0(1) for any q; in the time interval "B" with 
700.6.t s t ~ 1800~t, for six wavevectors there is an increase in S(q = 1/ a, t) ; 
in the interval "0" with 2100.6.t S t S 3000~t, for the same six wavevectors 
there is a larger increase. (b) As in (a) but for q ,:;;; 12/a ;:;;: 41r/a; in this 
case, there is a large increase in S(q ~ 12/a, t), more than one order of 
magnitude, only in the time interval "C" for several wavevectors, revealing 
the formation of a crystal seed. (c) The structure factor S(q), given by the 
average over the dimensionless wavevectors aq with the same modulus and 
the average over the time intervals "A," "B," and "C" of S(q, t ). The curves 
for "B" and c<C" are offset by 1.5 and 3, respectively. All the curves go to 1 
for large q. In the interval "A," S(q) is liquid-like. In the interval "B," S(q) 
is still liquid-like but with an increase for q -+ 0, while in the interval "C" is 
solid-like, with two large peaks at q ~ 21r/(b/2) = 2rr/a and q ~ 21r/(a/2) , 
corresponding to the soft-core radius and the hard-core radius, respectively, 
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Distance r/a 
Fig. 4 .12. Inset: projections of the 3D configuration of N = 490 particles 
in a system of size V 113 = 12.25a that corresponds to the largest peak in the 
time interval "B" in Fig. 4.lla. The projections are (from left to right) Z vs 
Y, Z vs X, and X vs Y. The histograms of numbers of particles as functions of 
the abscissa is over-imposed on each projection. Projections and histograms 
are shifted for clarity. Each histogram bin corresponds to half of the box 
size. The dashed line shows the average number of particles in each bin 
for a uniform con~ura.tion (N/2 = 245). The largest deviation from the 
average is 40 > v N ~ 22 i.e. , twice the statistic fluctuation for a random 
distribution of particles. Ma.in panel: The number of pairs of particles at a 
relative distance ri < r s; 1'i+I for the MD configuration in the inset, with 
ro = 0, rif a = 1, and r i+I - Ti == a/10 for i > 1. The histogram shows 
a large maximum corresponding to the attractive range 2 ~ r / a < 2.2, a 
broad maximum around r / a = 1.2 and a small number of pairs at the hard-
core distance r = a. Therefore, the preferred relative distance for pairs of 




To help visualize the phase separation, in Fig. 4.12 we show th three planar 
proj ctions of the 3D configuration corresponding to the largest peak in the 
time interval 'B" for q = 1/a (Fig. 4.lla). By dividing he box into two 
equal parts, the hi togram of the number of particl in each part (Fig. 4.12) 
show a separation in density approximately at half box-length , corre ponding 
to q = 41r(p/ ) 113 ~ 1/a for p = 0.27 /a3 and = 490, in agreement with the 
peak at q = 1/a for the curve Bin Fig. 4.llc. In each projec ion, it is pos ible 
to s e regions of high den ity and low d nsity (Fig. 4.12). 
To better quantify the pha eparation occurring in the configuration in Fig. 4.12, 
we present (main pan 1 in Fig. 4.12) the histogram of the number of pairs of 
particles at a relative di tance Ti < r s ri+l where ri+1 - r i = a/10. The 
histogram has a broad maximum around the di tance r / a = 1.2 in th soft-
core range showing that there exists a subset of pairs of particles that are 
at a preferred distanc 1.1 < r/a s 1.2. This subset is the HDL that has 
a non-uniform distribution over pace (Fig. 4.13b), consist nt with the phase 
separation. 
(iii) A long-tim regim "C", in which i S(if, t) ~ O( ) for q ~ 41r / a, rev als the 
crystal nucl ation proc ss. The S(q) averaged over this time interval (curve C 
in Fig. 4.llc) is solid-like. In the ame int rval, S(if, t) for q = 1/a has a large 
increas , corresponding to the increase of Kr (S(q) increases for q ➔ 0), which 
is consistent with th phase eparation betw n th fluid and the cry tal. A 
an example, in Fig. 4.14 we show the last configuration of the time series in 
Fig. 4.11, where the crystal structure, already observed in Fig. 4.5, is clearly 
seen. 
The example in Fig. 4.llb shows the formation of a high density fluid phas 
within the tim interval "B", followed by the nucleation of he crystal phase. The 
onset of the nucleation is mark d by a large increase of S(if t) for all the wavevectors 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Fig. 4.13. Spatial distribution of pairs of particles at various distances for 
the MD configuration shown in Fig. 4.12. The radii of the particles are not in 
scale with the distances. In (a), the darker particles are farther away from 
the observation point. Bonds connect particles at the hard-core distance 
1 ~ r/a < 1.1 in panel (a); at distance 1.1 < r/a ~ 1.2 in panel (b); at 
distance 1.3 < r / a ~ 1.4 in panel ( c); at distance 1.5 < r / a ~ 1.6 in panel 








Fig. 4.14. The last MD configuration in the time series in Fig. 4.11. A 
crystal nucleus surrounded by gas is clearly seen. Bonds connect particles 
at distance r/a ~ 1.1. The 3D perspedive is given as in Fig. 4.5. The radii 




corresponding to the peaks in the crystal S(q) and by a large step-like decrease of 
energy. 
4.4.3 Phase Diagram and the Finite Size Effect 
By repeating the analysis described above for all the simulations inside the region 
with nucleation- and discarding the data corresponding to the formation of the 
nucleus- it is possible to calculate the state points corresponding to the metastable 
fluid phase. The phase diagram in Fig. 4.10 is based on averages over a total of 
105- 106 configurations in the fluid phase, accumulated in independent runs. 
For completeness we recall here the main features of the phase diagram in Fig. 4.10, 
also presented in Ref. [42]. The (mechanically unstable) region at high p for T ;S 
0.61U A/ kB, where P decreases for increasing p, denotes the coexistence of gas and 
HDL. The unstable region at low p for T ;S 0.603U A/ kB (inset in Fig. 4.10) de-
notes the coexistence of gas and LDL. The coexistence lines are obtained by using 
the Maxwell construction of the equal areas [29- 31], suggesting the presence of a 
gas-LDL-HDL triple point. 
By definition, the spinodal lines (limit of stability of each phase with respect to 
the coexisting phase) meet the coexistence lines in a critical point. Therefore, by 
interpolation we estimate the gas-LDL critical point C1 at kBTei/UA = 0.603±0.003, 
a3 Pe1 = 0.10 ± 0.01, a3 Pe1 /U A = 0.0171 ± 0.0005, and the gas-HDL critical point C2 
at kBTe2 /UA = 0.665±0.005, a3pe2 = 0.306±0.020, a3Pe2 /UA = 0.10±0.01. These 
values are consistent with the linear interpolations of the MD isotherms (Fig. 4.10). 
The phase diagram resulting from the MD calculations is, as expected, in agree-
ment with the time-dependent analysis of the structure factor presented above. For 
example, the case presented in Fig. 4.11 corresponds to a state point inside the gas-
HDL coexistence region at a density higher then the crystal nucleation density for 
T = 0.62UA/kB. The nucleation of the (metastable) HDL phase is thus followed by 
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the crystal nucleation. 
To estimate the finite size effect in our calculations, we compare the results for 
N = 490 and N = 1728 for an isotherm below both critical points (Fig. 4.15). The 
calculations do not show any relevant finite size effect, suggesting that the MD results 
for N = 490 are reliable. 
4 .5 Radial Distribution Function Analysis 
The interpretation of the HNC instability line is qualitatively consistent with the MD 
spinodal line for the corresponding set of the potential's parameters. The projection 
of the MD spinodal line in the T-p plane (not shown) has the same characteristics 
as the HNC instability line, with two local maxima and one local minimum. In 
both approaches, the high-p local maximum occurs at a temperature higher than the 
temperature of the low-p maximum and the presence of a triple point is suggested 
by the presence of the local minimum. 
The quantitative HNC predictions for the locations of the two critical points are, 
as expected, only partially consistent with the MD results. It is remarkable that 
the HNC estimates of the density of the low-p local maximum (p ~ l/a3) and the 
temperature of the high-p local maximum (T ~ 0.65UA/k8 ) of the instability line 
are close to the corresponding MD results for C1 and C2 , respect ively. 
An estimate of the agreement between the two methods can be evaluated by com-
paring the calculations for g(r) within the two approaches (Fig. 4.16). In contrast 
with what could be suggested by the nature of the HNC approximation- i.e. , the 
under estimate of the indirect correlation- the agreement is better at intermediate p 
than at low p (Fig. 4.16). In particular, at low p the HNC approximation underesti-
mates the probability of a particle penetrating the soft-core or entering the attractive 
well. In contrast, at higher p, the estimates of the g(r) within the two approaches 
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Fig. 4.15. Comparison between MD simulations for N = 490 (full dia-
monds) and N = 1728 (circles) at k5T/UA = 0.595. The results for the 
two sizes a.re very close. For comparison, we also include the calculations for 
N = 490 at ksT/UA = 0.60 and 0.59 (upper open diamonds and ]ower open 
diamonds, respectively) and the interpolation at ksT/UA = 0.595 {dashed 
line) between these two isotherms, showing the presence of two regions with 
negatively sloped isotherms. The points calculated for N = 1728 are also 
consistent with this interpolation, suggesting that the finite size effect be-
tween N = 490 and N = 1728 is small. Errors, where not shown, a.re smaller 
than the symbols. 
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Fig. 4.16. Comparison between the g(r) calculated in the HNC approxi-
mation (dotted line) and in MD simulations (solid line). As an example, we 
present the calculations at T = 0.64U Al kB for densities {from top to bot-
tom) a3p = 0.066, 0.154, 0.267. For clarity, a constant value is added to the 
first two curves (6.5 and 3, respectively). The two independent calculations 
are very close at intermediate densities. At large r all the curves go to 1. 
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Th g(r) of th low-p fluid i charact rized by a larg peak a r = b corre ponding 
to the short st attractive distanc . As a consequence of the increase of the density, 
the p ak at th hard-cor di tanc r = a increa s whil he p ak at r = b d creases, 
and additional p aks at r / a = 3, 4, ... appear. In Fig. 4.17 we present the calculation 
of th g(r) for the gas phase, the gas-HDL coexisting r gion, and the HDL phase. 
In particular, by combining th radial distribution functions valuated in each pur 
phas , we can estimate th composition of the mixed phase. For example, at T = 
0.64UA/k8 , the radial di tribution function calculated at p0 = 0.302/a3 is g0(r) ~ 
X1g1 (r) + X 2g2 (r). Here g1(r) and g2 (r) are the radial distribution functions at the 
ame T and at p1 = 0.223/a3 and p2 = 0.349/a3 , respectively with X1 = 0.3 and 
X2 = 0.7 (Fig. 4.18), revealing that the sy em i compo d approximately of 30% 
gas and 70% HDL. 
From th Eq. (4.1) by using the g(r) calculated from the MD simulation we 
valuat the av rag number of particles ( r) = J d ( r) within a sphere of radius r 
(Fig. 4.19). Thi analy i reveal that the number of particles 6. within the repul-
sive range and within th attractive range increases linearly with p (inset Fig. 4.19) 
and that the increase is faster within the attractive rang (Fig. 4.19) for the d n i-
ties we tudied. In parti ular the number of particles within the attractive range 
b:::; r < c increa es from 2.5 to 9 ~ E~1 n':nw /10 = 19.2, estimated for the artificial 
crystal (Table 4.2). 
4.6 Absence of a Density Anomaly 
In Ref. [42] it ha b en not d that th po sibility of a econd fluid-fluid critical 
point i not nece arily re tricted to y terns with a d nsity anomaly, at lea t from a 
theoretical point of view. Here we present the explicit thermodynamic calculations 
for this result. 
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Fig. 4.17. The radial distribution function g(r) calculated from the MD 
results at T = 0.64UA/kB for densities a3p = 0.066, 0.100, 0.132, 0.154, 
0.186, 0.223, 0.267, 0.302, 0.322, 0.333, 0.349, 0.358. With increasing p, the 
peak at r = a increases and the peak at r = b decreases, while more peaks 




















Fig. 4 .18. The radial distribution function calculated from the MD simu-
lations at T = 0.64UA/kB and p = 0.302/a3 (open circles) is compared with 
the composition X1g1(r) +X292(r) (solid line), where g1(r) is the radial dis-
tribution function for the pure gas phase (at p = 0.223/a3) and g2(r) is for 
the pure HDL phase (at p = 0.349/a3 ) at the same T, with X 1 = 0.3 and 
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Fig. 4 .19. Inset: the MD results at T = 0.64UA/ks for the cumulative 
number of particles ClN within the repulsive ranger < b (circles) a.nd within 
the attractive range b ~ r < c (squares), increasing linearly with p in this 
range of densities; the linear fit of the data gives a slope 20.2 ± 0.5 for the 
solid line a.nd a slope 22.1 ± 0.6 for the dashed line. Main panel: the data in 
the inset is plotted one versus the other to show that within the mechanically 
unstable region (p > 0.267 / a3 ) b.N increases approximately in the same way 
with p both within the attractive and the repulsive range (the dashed line is 
a linear fit of all t he data with slope 1.08 ± 0.06) and increases faster within 




The defining relation for the density anomaly is given by 
avl fJT P <0, (4.14) 
or 
( 4.15) 
for the Maxwell relation 
( 4.16) 
where S is the entropy. Since 
avl aP r < o ( 4.17) 
holds for a mechanically stable phase, Eq. (4.15) can be rewritten as 
(4.18) 
From the differential expression of the thermodynamic potential at constant T, 
we know that 
TdS = dE + PdV , (4. 19) 
where E _ U + K is the total energy, with U and K representing the total potential 
and kinetic energy, respectively. Therefore, 
as l = I._ au I + P(V, T) 
av r T av r T ( 4.20) 
at constant T and we can rewrite the density anomaly condition in Eq. (4.18) as 
aul av T + P(V, T) < o ( 4.21) 
at constant T. 
To calculate the left-hand side of Eq. (5.5), we need to evaluate (8U/BV)r. In 
Fig. 4.20, we show our MD calculation for U(p) at constant T. All the MD points 
can be fitted with a third degree polynomial in p. The fitting parameters are given 
in Table 4.3 and are used to calculate the derivative (oU/oV)T, shown in Fig. 4.21. 
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Fig. 4.20. The potential energy density U / N, calculated by MD simu-
lations, as a function of the density p for temperatures (bottom to top) 
k3T/UA = 0.60, 0.61, 0.63, 0.64, 0.66, 0.67, 0.70. The symbols represent 
the MD calculations, with errors smaller than the symbols' size. The lines 
represent the cubic fit of the calculations with the parameters in Table 4.3. 
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ksT/UA ao a1 a2 a3 
0.60 -0.2309 -20.46 39.64 -56.90 
0.61 -0.2228 -19.74 36.52 -51.11 
0.63 -0.1279 -21.38 49.64 -76.71 
0.64 -0.1098 -20.24 44.19 -65.17 
0.66 -0.0458 -20.48 48.08 -70.72 
0.67 -0.0733 -21.50 52.43 -75.20 
0.70 -0.0446 -18.18 37.39 -49.14 
Table 4.3. Parameters for the cubic fit U /N = a0 + a1p + a2p2 + a3p3 of 
the MD calculations for the potential energy density U / N in Fig. 4.20 for 
different temperatures. The errors on the fitting parameters are on the last 
decimal digit. 
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Our calculations show a potential energy U increasing with V (inset Fig. 4.21), with 
a derivative that is always positive. Thus wherever P is positive the condition in 
Eq. (5.5) is not satisfied and there is no density anomaly. 
In the region where P < 0 ( at low T and small V), the derivative (BU/ BV)T 
rapidly increases in such a way that Eq. (5.5) is never satisfied. Particularly, in 
the range of volumes considered, it is always (fJU/fJV)r - 0.025UA/a3 > 0, where 
P = -0.025UA/a3 is the minimum pressure, reached for T == 0.6UA/k8 and V/N = 
3.3la3 (Fig. 4.10). These results suggest that the density anomaly is ruled out for 
this choice of parameters. At this stage it is not clear if it is ruled out for any choice 
of parameters for our potential in 3D (see Ref. [32]). 
4. 7 Discussion 
We analyze the phase diagram of a soft-core potential, similar to potentials used in 
systems such as protein solut ions, colloids, and melts and in pure systems such as 
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Fig. 4.21. The derivative (8U/8V)T calculated by using the cubic ex-
pression in Fig. 4.20, with the parameters in Table 4.3, as a function of the 
specific volume V/N for temperatures (top to bottom) keT /U A = 0.60, 0.61, 
0.63, 0.64, 0.66, 0.67, 0.70. The derivative, in the considered range of V/N, 
is always larger than 0.025UA/a3 {bottom horizontal line). Inset: The same 
MD results in Fig. 4.20 for U /N plotted as a function of V/N. The symbols 




HNC approximation and MD simulations. The comparison of the HNC results with 
previously proposed soft-core potentials suggests that the system has two fluid-fluid 
phase transitions for an appropriate choice of parameters- energy and width- of the 
repulsive soft-core. We select a set of potential parameters with a narrow attractive 
well that gives a HNC instability line with two maxima and suggests the presence of 
two critical points. 
The MD analysis shows, in agreement with the previous results for potentials 
with a short range attraction [85], a phase diagram with no stable liquid phase. We 
analyze the crystal structure, which is characterized by the competition between the 
attractive interaction at distance r = b and the repulsive interaction at r = a < b. 
We show that the crystal, with eight-fold and twelve-fold symmetries, is independent 
of the density within the considered range of densities. 
We study the metastable liquid phase at temperatures above and below the line 
of spontaneous crystal nucleation. We find two liquids in the supercooled phase, the 
LDL and the HDL, with two fluid-fluid transitions ending in two critical points, the 
gas-LDL critical point C1 and the gas-HDL critical point C2 , as already shown in 
Ref. [42]. Here we improve our estimate of the phase diagram and verify the absence 
of relevant finite size effects in the MD results. 
We compare these results with the HNC calculations, concluding that the HNC 
approximation underestimates the effect of the attractive interaction and overesti-
mates the effect of the repulsive interaction at low p, and is in good agreement with 
the MD results at intermediate p. 
Finally, by explicit calculation, we show that the condition for t he density anomaly 
is never satisfied in the range of T and V considered here, as demonstrated in 
Ref. [42] . Our results suggest that the density anomaly is always ruled out for 
this choice of potential parameters. 
In conclusion, the results of this paper evoke an intriguing relation between the 
absence of the density anomaly and the presence of a single crystal phase, with higher 
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d nsity than the liquid pha e in sy terns with two fluid-fluid phase transitions. 
This relation, des rving of gr at r inv tigation, i con i tent with th fact that th 
sub tances with he den ity anomaly and a hypothesized se ond liquid-liquid critical 
point have mor than on crystal tructur , as is the case in water, carbon or silica. 
Chapter 5 
Molecular Dynamics Study of 
Liquid-Liquid Phase Transitions 
and Critical Points 
5.1 Introduction 
The discovery and investigation of a liquid-liquid phase transition in a one-component 
system has long been of keen interest for its own sake [29- 31] and because of the long 
postulated and sought after second fluid critical point in water [11, 62, 69). The liquid-
liquid phase transition and critical point was proposed to explain the anomalous 
density behavior of network-forming liquids such as H20, Si 0 2 , and Si [11, 64, 65, 
69, 93,106]. Computer simulations have shown indications of a first-order phase 
transition between a low density liquid (LDL) and a high density liquid (HDL) for 
realistic models of water [11, 69], carbon [9], phosphorus [90], Si02 [70, 71], and Si 
[107, 108). Simulation results for water are consistent with t he prediction that an 
HDL-LDL phase transition may exist in an experimentally inaccessible region of the 
phase diagram [62]; however, for phosphorus, experiments show a first-order phase 
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transition between two stable liquids in the accessible region of the phase diagram 
[8] . Experimental evidence of polymorphism in liquid Se, S, Bi, P, h, Sn, and 
Sb, and molten As2Se3 , As2S3 , and Mg3Bi2 has been sufficient to propose detailed 
phase diagrams for these substances [13](see Sec. 1.2). These results call for a better 
understanding of the basic mechanisms underlying the liquid-liquid phase transition 
and for their coherent and general interpretation. Although the existence of first-
order phase transitions in solids and the solid-solid critical point has been determined 
experimentally [109] and with simulations [27, 110, 111, 115, 116], the relationship 
between polymorphism in the liquid and solid state has been indicated [112], but not 
yet investigated. 
The existence of a liquid-liquid phase transition for a system of particles depends 
mainly on the shape of the interaction potential. Much work has been done to 
study systems with strictly square-well isotropic attractive potentials and soft-core 
repulsive shoulder potentials. A sufficiently large attractive interaction length gives 
rise to a first-order liquid-gas transition ending in a gas-liquid critical point [113]. 
However, when the attraction range is small, the liquid phase and gas-liquid critical 
points are metastable with respect to the solid phase [84, 100- 105, 114]. 
Simulations have shown that a strictly repulsive potential with a soft-core shoul-
der has a phase diagram with a first-order phase transition between two solids with 
the same structural symmetry but different densities, ending in a solid-solid critical 
point [27,110,111,115,116] . A purely repulsive potential in simulations has not yet 
been shown to have a phase transition between two fluids. However, recent theoret-
ical work has shown that a broad soft-core potential can have one first-order phase 
transition in the fluid phase, ending in a critical point [117]. 
We investigate the liquid-liquid phase transition through simple isotropic model 
potentials [42] similar to those used in the seminal work of Stell and Hemmer [72], 
who studied a soft-core potential in one dimension (1D). Similar potentials were 
studied with promising results in 2D [37- 41, 118]. The model isotropic potential we 
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consider in 3D has three parameters and displays the liquid-liquid phase transition. 
The potential shown in Fig. 3.1 and discussed in Sec. 3.3 has a hard-core at distance 
a (infinite repulsion), a soft-core square shoulder of width wn with repulsive energy 
UR, and a square well of width WA with an attractive energy -UA, with UA chosen as 
one unit. [42, 43]. Though this potential is discontinuous, it has the main features of 
pair potentials calculated from psuedopotentials for many liquid metals [20- 22, 119] 
and alloys [120,121]. 
It has been shown that the repulsive soft-core is responsible for some of the 
structural characteristics of many metals [23, 24, 26] and that a soft-core potential 
gives a consistent description of the liquid state of metals such as Ga [21 ]. In addition 
to liquid metals, systems such as colloids [73, 74] and protein solutions [84] can be 
described with potentials that have a soft-core and an attractive part. 
This potential (Fig. 3.1) with parameters wn/a = 1.0, WA/a= 0.2, and U n/UA = 
0.5 has been shown to have a phase diagram with gas-LDL and gas-HDL first-order 
phase transitions, each ending in a critical point in the supercooled fluid region 
and metastable with respect to a single crystal phase. A density anomaly was not 
observed (see Sec. 4.6) [42, 43] in the system for these sets of parameters. 
Having determined the existence of two fluid-fluid phase transitions for a poten-
tial with a repulsive soft-core and an attractive well [42], we develop further insight 
into how liquid-liquid phase transitions are affected by the repulsive and the attrac-
tive components of the potential. By varying the free parameters in the potential 
WA/a, wR/a, and Un/UA, we attempt to relate the potential's attractive and repul-
sive components to the appearance and stability of the liquid-liquid phase transition 
and critical point. An initial step has been taken in Ref. [43] where calculations of 
integral equations suggest that by increasing wn/a in a potential with an attractive 
square-well, a second fluid critical point arises at high densities. Here we use molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate how the variation of the potential's 
parameters influences the phase diagram. The advantage of MD with respect to 
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integral equations is that it gives an accurate equation of state, while the integral 
equation approach usually gives rough approximations in which the parameters of 
the critical point e.g., critical density, may have errors exceeding 100%. However, the 
integral equation approach is less numerically demanding than MD, allowing us to 
explore the approximate phase diagrams for a wider range of potential parameters. 
5.2 Square-well Fluid System 
In order to understand the liquid-liquid phase transition, we study how the parame-
ters of the model potential affect the position of the second critical point in analogy 
to how the gas-liquid critical point in a square-well system depends on the width 
of the attractive well WA/ a. For square-well systems, a first-order phase transition 
occurs between gas and liquid. The gas-liquid coexistence line ends in a critical point 
at the critical temperature Tc and pressure Pc, both increasing functions of WA/a. 
The phase diagram has no exact analytical solution and one must rely on various 
approximations and numerical simulations [113]. Using MD simulations of N = 850 
particles, we verify that the behavior of Tc, Pc, and critical density Pc are approxi-
mately linear in a wide range of WA/ a (Fig. 5 .1) [113]. The values for increasing Pc 
and Tc increase with WA/a and Pc decreases with WA/a. 
Except for density, these results are in agreement with the van der Waals theory. 
The equation of state in the van der Waals theory is given by 
P= kaTp -A 2 
1 - pB P' 
(5.1) 
where B = ~a31r has the meaning of excluded volume per particle and A characterizes 
the strength of attraction between particles. The dimension of quantity A is energy 
times volume. Therefore, A can be related to the product of U A and the volume of 
the attractive well, which is proportional to wAa2 for small WA/ a. 
In the following, we will anallytically study the conditions of the critical point 
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for a general equation of state 
P = P(T,p) . (5.2) 
We can increase attraction by introducing a mean field term Af(p), where A is 
the strength of attraction and f(p) is a positive increasing function of density, i.e., 
J(p) > 0 and f'(p) > 0. Thus we would have 
P = P(T, p) - Af(p) . (5.3) 
The position of a critical point must satisfy the equations 
8P(Tc, Pc) = AJ' ( ) op Pc , (5 .4) 
(5.5) 
To find how Tc, Pc, and Pc depend on the strength of attraction A, we differentiate 
Eq. (5 .3), Eq. (5.4), and Eq. (5.5) with respect to A 
dPc = /JP dTc 8P dpc _ f( ) _ Af'( )dPc . 





Pdpc '( ) "( )dPc 





p dpc = !"( ) Aj/11( ) dpc . 
op28T dA + Bp3 dA Pc + Pc dA 
Taking into account Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) we simplify Eqs. (5.6) and (5. 7) 
f}2 P dTc '( ) 
fJpfJT dA = f Pc . 
Thus, from Eq. (5 .10) we have 
dTc f'(Pc) I 








Substituting this solution into Eq. (5.9) we have 
dPc 
dA 
Equation (5.8) yields 
f' (Pc)(fJP/oT) I - ! ( ) 
( fj2 P / 8 p8T) c Pc 
a ( J(p) ) I (0P/0T)2 





Now we will show that (dTc/dA) > 0. The sign of (82 P/fJpoT) in Eq. (5 .11) tells us 
whether the slopes of the isochores (fJP/fJT) increase with p. This is obvious from 
the graph of the isochores on the P -T plane (see Fig. 5.2). We can prove it for the 
mean-field critical point by the indirect double differentiation of T as a function of 
p in the spinodal equation 
oP(T(p), p) I = 0 . 
{)p spinodal 
(5.15) 
Differentiat ing Eq. (5.15) gives us 
a2 P I dT + cf~ I = 0 . 
( 8 p8T) spinodal dp 8 P spinodal 
(5.16) 
Differentiating Eq. (5.16) gives us 
fJ3 p I (dT) 2 + 2 fJ3 p I dT + fJ3 p I + f}2 p I d2T = 0 
op82T spinodal dp 8p28T spinodal dp op3 spinodal fJpoT spinodal dp2 . 
(5.17) 
Since at the critical point (dT / dp)c = 0 (maximum of the spinodal), we simplify 
Eq. (5.17) and have 
- +-- -- =0 o
3PI fJ2P I d2TI 
op3 spinodal,c opfJT spinodal,c dp2 c 
1 (5.18) 
and thus, 
[J2P I (83P/8p3)TI 
(opoT) spinodal,c = - (d2Ts/dp2) spinodal,c 1 
(5.19) 
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where (d2Ts/dp2 )lc is the second derivative of the spinodal at the critical point. 
Because it is a maximum on the spinodal at the critical point, (dT8 /dp)lc = 0 and 
(d2Ts/dp2)lc < o. On the other hand (83 P/8p3)rlspinodal,c > 0 at the crit ical point, 
because (82P/8p2 )lc = 0 and (aP/ap)lc = 0 on the critical isotherm and p must 
increase with p. 
Thus, at the critical point, (82P/8p8T)lspinodal,c > 0 and (dTc/dA) > 0. Hence, 
the critical temperature always increases with the strength of attraction. In contrast, 
( dPc/ dA) can be negative because ( dPc/ dA) is the difference of the two positive terms 
(8P/8T)J'(pc)/(82P/8p8T) and f(Pc) -
For t he van der Waals equation of state Eq. (5.1), Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) yield the 
coordinates of the critical point: 
Hence: 
1 
Pc= 3B ' 
8A 
kBTc = 27 B , 
l A 
Pc= 27 B2 . 












which predict that kaTc/UA and a3 Pc/UA must increase with the WA/a, while Pca3 
must not depend on it. (Obviously the behavior of Tc coincides with the behavior 
predicted by Eq. (5.11) according to which Tc must always increase with the strength 
of attraction A.) 
The above considerations are correct only for the mean field critical point, with 
critical exponents of /3 = 1/2, 'Y = 1, and o = 3. For experimentally determined 
critical points of real substances, a singularity exists in the equation of state and 
thus /3 = 1/3, 'Y = 1.1, and 8 = 4.3 [122] and d2T/dp2lc = o, EPP/aTopJc = 0, and 
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8 3 P / 8p3 lc = 0. This singularity is weak however and affects only a small vicinity 
near the critical point IT - Tel/Tc < 0.01. Outside this region, our considerations 
are still valid. 
To find critical exponents one has to perform very accurate MD simulations in 
the small vicinity of the critical point. vVe perform several runs of 106 time steps 
for the square-well system with WA= 0.1, allowing for maximal computation speed. 
The slope of the isotherm at the critical point changes as 8P/8plr ~ IT-Tc l'Y. The, 
equations of the isotherms near the critical point can be approximated as [122] 
(5.26) 
Here A±, B±, Care constants and A+, B+ > 0, A_, B_ < 0 with A+ and B+ used 
for T > Tc and, A_ and B_ used for T < Tc and . Thus below the critical point the 
pressure has a maximum at 
1 
(
A_ IT - Tclr) r-r 
Pmax = Pc - B_(o _ l) , (5.27) 
and a minimum at 
(5.28) 
making the difference IPmin - Pmaxl ~ IT - Tclr/(o- t) and, assuming that IPP - Pel ~ 
IPmin - PmaxL /3 = 'Y/(o - 1). Fitting the data points obtained by simulations to 
Eq. (5.26) is not an easy task since it involves the values Tc, Pc, and Pc, which are 
known to have large error bars. For a square well system with WA/a= 0.1, we find 
Tc = 0.480, Pc = 0.061, and Pc = 0.48. Using these values, we find 6 = 3.8 ± 0.5, 
, = 1.0 ± 0.1, and (3 = 0.4 ± 0.07, which is consistent with the critical phenomena 
theory [123). 
Another interesting property of the simple square-well system is that if w A/ a~½, 
the critical point becomes submerged below the gas-solid coexistence line [85,114] . 
Since it exists in a. supercooled metastable fluid, the critical point can be observed 
with simulations if it is above the line of homogeneous nucleation. In our simulations, 
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we find spontaneous crystal nucleation for WA/a= 0.1 at T = 0.47, which is slightly 
below the critical point temperature Tc = 0.48. For narrower well width, the critical 
points shift below the homogeneous nucleation line and cannot be studied by MD. 
5.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulations 
We study the dependence of the two fluid-fluid critical points on the three parameters 
of the double step potential shown in Fig. 3.1. We perform MD simulations of 
N = 850 particles for the constant volume V and constant temperature T (NVT 
ensemble) , interacting via the potential described above [42, 43], with the technique 
described in Ref. [43]. 
To understand the effect of each parameter on the phase diagram of our system, 
we simulate sixteen sets of potential parameters (Table 5.3). The region of parameter 
space we choose to study is where the low-density, gas-liquid critical point C1 always 
has a critical temperature above that of the high-density critical point C2 . Therefore, 
while in Refs. [42, 43] both C1 and C2 are gas-liquid critical points, here C2 is always 
a liquid-liquid critical point. 
We first simulate six sets of potential parameters ( vi, vii, viii, x, xi, xiii), cal-
culating the fluid phase diagrams presented in Figs. 5.3- 5.8. The simulations are 
performed for each state point for a total of t ~ 2 x 105 time units, composed of 
approximately ten runs of t ~ 2 x 104 time units, where each point in the run is 
recorded every 6.t = 102 time units. Each state point is calculated as the average of 
approximately 2 x 103 statistically independent data points. The error bars e were 
estimated from calculation of the standard deviation an, 
(5.29) 
where x is the total average value from M - 2 x 103 observations and xi is the 
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average of the i-th set of n = 200 observations. The error is 
Cln 
€----- fi17n. (5.30) 
Here we assume that these sets M/n are independent. To determine if this is 
indeed true, we select different values of n and compute Cln ,/ii,. According to the 
central limit theorem, if the sets are independent, this value must stay constant. For 
real data, the value anvn increases with n for n < n 0 , where this value reaches its 
maximum and stays approximately constant for n > n 0 . Using this method, we find 
that n 0 = 200. We therefore assume that the sets of n = 200 are independent and 
thus the error€ at each state point x is€ of Eq. (5.30). 
The state points along the isotherms are fitted by a polynomial obtained by the 
least squared fit of all the state points in the vicinity of the critical point, using the 
equation 
m m 
P = LL aij/TJ. (5.31) 
i=O j =O 
This fitting implies mean field critical exponents /3 = 1/2, a = l, and 8 = 3 and 
may produce incorrect results in the close vicinity of the critical point. However, this 
method helps us obtain the approximate position of the critical point from the state 
points with statistical error. 
We calculate coexistence curves using Maxwell's constructions and the spinodal 
by locating the maxima and minima of the isotherms. The first three phase diagrams 
(Figs. 5.3, 5.4, 5.5) show regions of stable gas, low density liquid (LDL), and high 
density liquid (HDL). In the last three phase diagrams (Figs. 5.6, 5.7, 5.8), the high-
density critical point appears at negative pressures and therefore lies in the region of 
stretched fluid. After calculating the state points, isothermal lines, coexistence and 
spinodal curves, we estimate the critical P, T, and p for C1 and C2 as the maxima 
of the coexistence and spinodal curves. 
This method is time consuming and requires much computation to calculate 
enough state points for accurate isotherms. Thus, in order to find the positions 
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of critical points for a wide range of potential parameters, we slowly cool several 
configurations of different density from a high temperature of k8 T /U A = 2.0 to a 
low temperature of k8T/UA = 0.1 above and below the expected critical density and 
plot pressure vs. temperature, as shown in Fig. 5.2. Indeed, the higher T intersec-
tions of isochores in the P - T plane gives an approximate estimate of the pressure 
and temperature of a critical point, if any, in the range of considered densities. The 
crossing of two isochores with two close values of density p and p + b.p define the 
spinodal line where (fJP/fJT)v = 0. The critical point corresponds to the maximal 
temperature on the spinodal, i.e. , to the maximal temperature of the isochores cross-
ing. We compare the critical P and T values from the accurately calculated state 
points with the values obtained from the crossing of isochores. The error bars on 
the critical points determined from the isochore cooling method are estimated by 
comparing their values with those determined in Figs. 5.3-5.8. Both methods give 
similar results for the P , T , and p of 0 1 and 0 2 and are reported in Table 5.4 and 
Table 5.5. 
5.4 Role of Potential Parameters 
To investigate the dependence of the position of the critical points on the potential 
parameters, we vary one of the three parameters WA/a, WR/a, UR/a and keep the 
other two constant. The behavior of T , P , and p for 0 1 and 0 2 are presented in 
Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 and are schematically represented in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. In the 
following, we discuss the affect of three potential parameters on the position and 
stability of the critical points. 
Square-well width 
By keeping WR/a and Un/UA constant, we find that for increasing well width wA/a 
(Fig. 5.11) 0 1 moves to a higher critical temperature Te1 and pressure Pell while 0 2 
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moves to a higher critical temperature Te2 and lower critical pressure Pe2 • Sufficient 
increase of WA will cause the high-density critical point C2 to appear at negative 
pressures, as in Fig. 5.6. In such a case, C2 is metastable to the gas-liquid phase 
and exists inside the gas-liquid coexistence region. Thus, we have found that in 
order to have a stable LDL-HDL critical point, the attractive distance WA/a must 
be sufficiently narrow, so that the high-density critical point C2 occurs at positive 
pressures. A too narrow well, however, enhances crystallization and thus the stable 
critical point exists only for intermediate values of WA/a. 
Shoulder width 
Increasing the width of the repulsive interaction wn/a while keeping WA/a and Un/UA 
constant we find, as shown in Fig 5.13, that the low-density critical point C1 moves 
to lower Te1 and Pe1 • The high-density critical point C2 moves to a lower Pe2 as 
well, but also to a higher Tc2 - For given values of WA/a = 0.7 and Un/UA = 2.0, 
if we decrease wn/a < 0.4, the high-density critical point temperature Te2 becomes 
too close to the glass transition temperature and the dynamics of the system become 
too slow for us to measure the equilibrium state points with sufficient accuracy. At 
wn/a > 1.0, and the same values of wA/a and Un/UA, the system spontaneously 
crystallizes at high density without showing a second critical point C2 . Hence, we 
see that the width of the shoulder is essential for the existence of the second critical 
point, i.e. , the distance wn/a must be of intermediate value for C2 to exist above the 
lines of homogeneous nucleation and glass transition. 
Shoulder height 
In Fig. 5.12 we show how T and P of the two critical points change by increasing the 
repulsive energy UR- For Un/UA < 2.0 (and given wn/a and WA/a), the high-density 
phase transition occurs at very low negative pressures and the phase separation be-
tween liquid and gas occurs before we are able to observe the second critical point 
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0 2 . We also find an analogous diffi ulty for Un/UA > 4.0, where the diffusion in 
the ystem b comes markedly slow due to th soft-core becoming I s penetrabl 
and assuming th role of an effectiv hard-core. The increase in the system's re-
pul ive en rgy UR causes both 0 1 and 0 2 to move o lower tempera ures. Though 
the decrease of the low-density critical point pr ssur Pe1 is light, the increas to 
the high-density critical poin pr ure Pe2 is significant. Thu , w find that an in-
term diate repul iv energy i need d so that 0 2 is in the region of the stable fluid 
phase. 
5.4.1 The Low Density Critical Point 
Summarizing Fig. 5.9, we find that the b havior of the low-den ity critical point 0 1 is 
analogou to the behavior of the gas-liquid critical point of the simpl square well. In 
Fig. 5.9 Te1 increases as wA/a increa es and decrease as wn/a and Un/UA increase. 
Th density pe1 of critical point 0 1 deer as s with wn/a and Un/UA and weakly 
depends on WA/a; Pe1 increas s with WA/a and decrea es with wn/a and Un/UA. 
Hence the derivatives of Te1 and Pe1 with re pect to the parameter always have 
the ame sign. In th following we will show that the behavior of the low-density 
critical point 0 1 qualita ively obeys the van der \iVaals predictions in Sec. 5.2 
The incr a e to the attra ti ve w 11 width WA/ a corresponds to the incr ase of th 
attractive interaction distance of the simple square well. s shown in Fig. 5.9a and 
b Te1 and Pe1 increa e with WA/a in agreement with the van der Waals pr diction 
described in Eq. (5.1). However, Pc 1 in Fig. 5.9c almost stays constan and although 
it agrees with the van der Waals theory, it does not agr with the b havior of 
he critical densi y for the single square well which decrea s wh n the attractive 
int raction di tanc increa es ( e Fig. 5.1). 
To under tand th effect of th repul ive boulder of wid h wn/a we notic 
tha at ufficiently low temperatures and den ities orre ponding o the low-density 
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critical point C1 , particles do not penetrate into the repulsive region corresponding 
to the interparticle distances r < a+ WR - Thus one can assume that at low enough 
temperatures and densities, a+ WR in the double step potential corresponds to the 
hard-core distance a of the simple square-well potential. Accordingly, as shown 
in Fig. 5.9d- f, the Tei, Pc)) and Pc1 all decrease with wn/a which correspond to 
predictions in van der Waal's theory for the square well. Assuming that increasing 
the soft-core repulsive range wn is equivalent to increasing the hard-core a, the 
ratio WA/ a decreases if one keeps the attractive range WA constant. According to 
Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25) for the simple square-well, Pc and Tc must decrease with 
increasing a and fixed WA- Thus, the critical density Pc decreases as 1/a3• The same 
is true for the Tc1 , Pc1 , and pc1 in the case of the double step potential with WR+ a 
playing the role of a. 
By increasing the repulsive energy Un/UA, the repulsive strength effectively in-
creases the impenetrability of distances r < a+ WR in a double step potential. Thus, 
as shown in Fig 5.9g- i, increasing URI U A must have the same effect as the increase 
of WR - Accordingly, we see that Tc1 , Pc1 , and Pc1 are all decreasing with increasing 
UR. 
5.4.2 The High D ensity Critical Point 
The high density critical point temperature Tc2 increases with WA/a as shown in 
Fig. 5.10a and thus has the same behavior as the low-density critical point tem-
perature Tc
1 
and the square-well gas-liquid critical point temperature. It is also in 
qualitative agreement with the van der Waals theory, according to which Tc must 
increase with the strength of attraction A, in Eqs. (5.1), (5.10), and (5.21) . 
However, Tc2 does not decrease with wn/a as one would predict assuming that 
the repulsive shoulder plays the role of the hard-core. Instead, as shown in Fig. 5.10d, 
it slightly increases with an increase in small WR/ a, but then almost saturates. This 
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happens because in the vicinity of the high-density critical point C2 the repulsive 
shoulder does not function as an effective hard-core and particles are able to penetrate 
into it. On the other hand, the total interaction range a+wn+wA increases with wn/ a 
and the volume of the attractive region around the hard core increases, effectively 
increasing the strength of attraction in the system. This causes Tc2 to increase 2when 
wn increases, while WA/a remains constant. 
The increase of Un/ U A, in contrast to w n/ a, causes the total attraction to de-
crease, and hence Tc2 (as shown in Fig. 5.10g) decreases with Un/UA in agreement 
with the van der Waals theory and the behavior C1 . Indeed, the temperature of 
the high-density critical point C2 should decrease with U R/U A since it increases the 
impenetrability of WR/a, which characterizes the effective excluded volume B. 
The behavior of the pressure is much less intuitive. We find that C2 increases with 
U n/UA and decreases with both WR/a and WA/a, as shown in Fig. 5.10b, e, and h. 
For the case of the low-density critical point C1 , the sign of the Pe1 derivatives, with 
respect to the potential parameters, always coincides with the sign of Te1 derivatives. 
The opposite is true for the high-density critical point, where Pc2 always increases 
when Tc2 decreases (also shown in Figs. 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13). This is in accordance 
with Eq. (5.12) which predicts that the dependence of pressure on the attractive 
strength A may be of the opposite sign to t hat of temperature, due to the subtraction 
of the positive term !(Pc)- This behavior is of the same type as in the one-dimensional 
system, where Pc2 /UA = (Un/UA + l)/wR [32]. Hence the increase of wR/a causes 
Pc2 to decrease, while the increase of Un/UA causes Pc2 to increase as shown in 
Fig 5.lOe and h, respectively. The decrease of C2 with WA/a (shown in Fig. 5.10b) 
is consistent with this type of behavior, since WA effectively decreases the repulsive 
strength of the shoulder. 
The behavior of the second critical point density Pc
2 
with distances wn/a and 
wA/a qualitatively coincides with that of the square-well gas-liquid critical point. 
However, Fig. 5.l0i shows that Pc2 does not depend on the height of the repulsive 
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should r, though it does increase som what- possibly as a result of the significant 
increase of Pc2 • In summary, Pc2 deer ases with WR/a and only weakly depends on 
UR/UA and WA/ a, as shown in Fig. 5.lOf and c. 
5. 5 Crystallization 
For the sixteen s t of potential parameters (s e Table 5.3), we observe spontaneous 
nucleation for six of these sets (iii, iv v, vi, viii, ix) in th vicinity of th critical 
point. Varying the attractive WA and repulsive WR int raction di tance in th po-
t ntial will lead to various crystal structures. For the six sets showing spontaneous 
crystallization, three different crystal structures ar found. For th parameters with 
narrower WR and WA (sets viii and ix), a face cent red cubic (fee) cry tal quickly 
forms at lower densities whil some of the higher densities do not crystallize during 
our simulation time. In Fig. 5.14a and b the fee crystal structur from our simula-
tions is shown. Fig. 5.14c shows g(r) for he crystal, LDL, and HDL. The g(r) for th 
crystal (thin solid line) shows the highest peak at dis ance r /a~ 1.5, corresponding 
to the repulsive distance a+ Wr. Particles of the crystal are positioned inside the at-
tractive square-well, and hence the crystal has a structure less dense than the HDL. 
The highest peak in the g(r) of the HDL is at r/a ,2: 1.0, showing that the majority 
of nearest neighbor particle are at the hard-core. In the LDL liquid, thi p ak is 
weaker than in the crystal but, is much stronger than that for th HDL. Thus, the 
crystal may have a slightly lower den ity than LDL. 
If the crystal is more likely to form at larger volumes and is less d n than the 
liquid, (Ssolid - S1iquid)/(Vsolid - Viiquid)< 0. From th Clausius-Clapeyron equation 




This suggests that at temperatures and pr ur clos to C2 , the lope of th melting 
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line is negative. Though a n gatively-slop d melting curv i often associat d with 
th density anomaly [37- 39], in th isochores w simulated w did not observ a 
region in the P - T plane where (8P/8T)v < 0 (see Fig. 5.2). This, as we will 
show, indicates the absence of a density anomaly. The thermal expansion coefficient 
is defined a 
a=~(~) P = -i (;;) P (5.33) 
In the case of a density anomaly a < 0, thus 
( av) (av) (aP) (aP/8T)v ar p = - 8P T ar v = - (aP/8V)T < O. (5.34) 
Because volume must decrease with an increase in pressur (8P/aV)r < 0 must be 
atisfied. In the cas of a density anomaly, we would thus expect (8P/aT)v < 0. 
Although w do not observ the density anomaly, we see that for several isochores 
below the critical density, th ir slope (aP/8T)p decreases and becomes almost equal 
to zero near th crystal lin . 
In Fig. 5.15a and b the crystal structure for a pot ntial with a broader r pulsive 
should r and attractive well is shown (corresponding to Set iii al o e Fig 5.4). 
This structure is similar to the fee but shows a distortion. In Fig. 5.15a, both the 
horizontal and diagonal links betw en particles position d along th horizontal layer 
at di tance r / a ;:'.'.; 1.0 and thos along the diagonal are at a distance r / a ~ 1.6. Thi 
symmetry is similar to that in ig. 5.15b, except here rows of particl are shifted 
by a distance of a/2 with respect to the top and bottom row. For this sy t m the 
crystal has a higher density than the liquid. In Fig. 5.15c, the high t peak in th 
g(r) for th crystal (thin solid lin ) is at a distance r/a ,2'.: 1.0, corresponding to the 
hard-core. Particles sitting in the square well at the repulsive distanc a+ WR give 
ri e to the second largest peak, shown at r / a ~ 1.6. The g(r) for the HDL and LDL 
ar shown for comparison. The first near st neighbor particles of th HDL ( dott d 
lin ) are at the hard-core distance corre ponding to the highest peak at r / a ,2: 1.0. 
For the LDL, the highest peak in the g(r) occurs at r /a~ 1.6, corresponding to the 
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distance at the repulsive shoulder a+ WR- Hence we see that the crystal is more 
dense than the liquid and thus, from Eq. 5.32, a positively sloped melting curve 
is expected around the vicinity of C2 . We do not see any decrease in the thermal 
expansion coefficient as we approach the crystallization line. 
For even larger repulsive distances (Sets iv, v, and vi), the system crystallizes into 
the structure shown in Fig. 5.16a and b. Triangular symmetry is maintained along 
one plane where particles sit in the square-well at a distance a+ WR - Upon rotation, 
unlike the fee and the distorted fee crystals in Figs. 5.14 and 5.15, symmetry is not 
maintained. Particles are dispersed at the hard-core distance along parallel chains. 
The difference between Fig. 5.14b and Fig. 5.15b is that the particles are not neatly 
stacked in a triangular structure as in Fig. 5.15b, but rather disordered in the vertical 
direction. In Fig. 5.16c, the g(r) of the crystal (thin solid line) has its maximum 
peak at r / a ;:::, 1.0, corresponding to the hard-core distance. The crystal is more 
dense than the liquid and hence has a higher nearest neighbor peak than both the 
HDL (dotted line) and LDL (dot-dashed line). Again we do not see any hint of the 
density anomaly. 
In the hep and fee structure the coordination number is twelve, with twelve 
nearest neighbors. Metals that have the hep structure include Be, Mg, Zn, Cd, Sc, 
Ti, and Co. The face-centered cubic lattice is adopted by many elements, including 
Ca, Sr, Al, Ni, Cu, Rh, Pd, Ag, Ir, Pt, Au, and Pb. Both Kr and Ar undergo a first-
order phase transition between a fee and disordered hexagonal close packed ( dhcp) 
structure [124]. More complex structures, reminiscent of the chain-like structures 
found with our potential, are observed for the metal Ba [125, 126]. 
We must note here that simulations for several attractive potentials with a nar-
row interaction range [84, 85,100, 114] have shown that if the range of attraction is 
smaller than approximately one-third of the hard-core distance, the liquid phase is 
metastable with respect to the solid phase and the gas-liquid critical point occurs 
in the metastable region. Our MD simulations for both pure attractive square-well 
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potentials and soft-core attractiv potentials are consistent with thi conclusion. In 
particular, we find that for the pure attractive square-well potential with wA/a ~ 0.3, 
the system spontaneously crystallizes n ar the critical point, suggesting that the gas-
liquid critical point is metastable, whil th re are no hints of crystallization in the 
systems with WA/a ~ 0.3. In the same way, for the soft-core attractive potential 
with WA/a= 0.2, we find spontaneous crystallization around th high-density crit-
ical point [42, 43], while in the cases studied here with WA/ a ~ 0.3, we find no 
spontaneous crystallization wh re not explicitly stat d. Therefore by decreasing the 
attractiv nes of the potential, the liquid phase b comes metastable with r spect to 
the crystal phase also found in the soft-core attractive potential. 
The decrease of wA/a enhances crystallization and for small enough wA/a the 
second critical point becomes metastabl with respect to th crystal and finally van-
ishes. The increase of wA/ a decreases and finally appears at negative pressures, 
which indicate its metastability with resp ct to the gas-liquid coexistence line. Fur-
ther increase of WA and decrease of UR shifts the second critical point below the 
gas-liquid spinodal and it again vani h s. Thus, the econd critical point exists only 
in a certain range of the paramet rs of the potential. It is interesting to note that for 
all the parameters studied, we never observe the water-like den ity anomaly in the 
LDL. For r latively large wR/a, the system crystallizes into a crystal with a density 
larger than that of the liquid and thus one should not expect any density anomaly, 
as discussed in Sec. 4.6. 
5. 6 Discussion 
In Table 5.6 we summariz our re ults on the T, P, and p of C1 and C2 from varying 
the potential's parameters. There are two ways to vary the repulsion in the potential 
we study. One is to change the ratio between the repulsive interaction range and 
total interaction range c = a+ WR+ WA in the potential , wR/c. The second is to 
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vary he ratio between attractive and repulsive energy UR/UA, We conclude that 
the stability of C1 is affected by the increase in th repulsion in the potential. In 
the parameter sets we inv tigated, we decrea ed ratio wn/c or increased Un/UA in 
order to increa e the repulsion in the potential , which cau ed both T and P of C1 
to decrease, which in turn destabilized the LDL phase and stabiliz d the gas pha . 
These results are consi t nt with past findings [100] and with our results for the 
simpl square w ll mod l which shows that r pulsion stabilizes the gas phase and 
de tabiliz s th liquid. The tability of C2 i larg ly dep ndent on an appropriate 
amount of repulsion (wR and UR/UA) within a limited total int raction rang c. 
Our results illustrate how the amount of repulsive and attractive interactions can 
be vari d so that systems with two fluid phase tran itions and critical points C1 and 
C2 can b imulat d at differ nt value of T, P, and p. Th phase diagram tudied in 
Refs. [42, 43] was adjusted by changing th parameter in the pot ntial with a soft-
core and a square well to create novel phase diagrams that include a liquid-liquid 
phase transition. 
To allow a gas-HDL critical point C2 [42] to occur at a higher temperature than 
th high-d nsity critical point C1 , the liquid is tabilized with a higher shoulder in 
the potential. With a higher repul ive n rgy, the gas phas is favored and the gas-
LDL critical point temperature is lowered. Also, to stabiliz th liquid , the width of 
th pot ntial well is increased. The resulting phase diagrams for th e potential all 
have a C2 which is an LDL-HDL critical point. 
By changing the potential param ters we find three different crystal configu-
rations for the sixteen sets of potential parameters. For each t of param ter 
showing crystalization, we ob erv only one typ of crystal, though it is likely that 
solid polymorphism and a olid- olid phase transition could exist at high den ities 
in regions of the P - T plane not investigated here. For example, at higher pres-
sures, the fee cry tal shown in Fig. 5.14 may have a higher density fee crystal and an 
isostructural fee-fee phase tran ition, as in similar systems with soft-core potentials 
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[27,110) 111,115,116]. Although it has already b en shown that pot ntials imilar 
to the on we study can g nerate polymorphism in the solid phase [84, 100- 105) 114], 
it is y t to be determin d if there is a r lation betw en the number of solid phases 
and the number of fluid pha es. Though solid-solid phase transitions and isostruc-
tural solid cri ical points have been found with simulation in systems with only 
an attractive interaction range [100, 101, 114], the range must be very narrow and 
approximately WA/a= 0.06 - 0.002. For a syst m with a broad r squar -well width 
w/a = 0.5, the fee-fee phase transition was found to be an artifact of th square-well 
poten ial [127]. 
Table 5.1. Temperature Tc, pressure Pc, and density Pc for the gas-liquid 
critical point for a single square-well potential with attractive range WA, 
WA/a ksTc/UA a3Pc/UA a3pc 
0.1 0.482 ± 0.01 0.0621 ± 0.0050 0.450 ± 0.050 
0.2 0.673 ± 0.01 0.0759 ± 0.0050 0.416 ± 0.050 
0.3 0.857 ± 0.01 0.0882 ± 0.0050 0.365 ± 0.050 
0.4 1.035 ± 0.01 0.0941 ± 0050 0.350 ± 0.050 
0.5 1.235 ± 0.01 0.1027 ± 0030 0.302 ± 0.030 
0.6 1.445 ± 0.01 0.1125 ± 0030 0.276 ± 0.030 
Table 5.2. Single square-well potential: parameters of the linear fits 
in Fig. 5.1 for kbTc/UA = a+ ')'WA, and analogous linear expressions for 
a3 Pc/U A and a3 Pc for the gas-liquid critical point. 
kBT/UA a3P/UA a3p 
a 0.29 ± 0.01 0.055 ± 0.002 0.482 ± 0.008 
1 1.91 ± 0.03 0.097 ± 0.006 -0.35 ± 0.02 
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Table 5.3. Sets of parameters for the generic soft-core potential (Fig. 1) 
considered in this pap er, with hard-core distance a, soft-core repulsive 
distance b, attractive distance c, repulsive energy UR, and attractive en-
ergy U A · The parameters we use to describe the potential are U R/U A, 
WR/a = (b - a)/a, and WA/a = (c - b)/a. The asterisk (*) denotes sets 
for which critical points a.re calculated via two methods (see Tables 5.4 and 
5.5) . 
Set WR/a wA/a UR/UA 
1 0.4 0.7 2 
ii* 0.5 0.7 2 
iii* 0.6 0.7 2 
iv* 0.7 0.7 2 
V 0.8 0.7 2 
Vl 0.9 0.7 2 
Vll 0.5 0.3 2 
... 
0.5 0.4 2 Vlll 
ix 0.5 0.5 2 
X 0.5 0.6 2 
xi* 0.5 0.8 2 
xii* 0.5 0.9 2 
xiii 0.5 0.9 2.5 
xiv* 0.5 0.9 3 
xv 0.5 0.9 3.5 
XVI 0.5 0.9 4 
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Table 5.4. Temperatures Tc1 and Tc2 , pressures Pc 1 and Pc2 , and den-
sities Pc1 and Pc2 for the critical points C1 and C2 1 respectively, for t he 
potential with the set of parameters in Table 5.3. 
set ksTc1 /UA (a
3Pc1 /UA) a
3pc1 ksTc2 /UA (a
3Pc,i/UA) a3pc2 
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1 1.34 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.001 0.134 ± 0.02 0.47 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01 0.420 ± 0.03 
11 1.32 ± 0.01 0.043 ± 0.002 0.110 ± 0.02 0.62 ± 0.01 0.19 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.02 
iii 1.25 ± 0.01 0.033 ± 0.001 0.095 ± 0.01 0.69 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.020 
iv 1.19 ± 0.01 0.027 ± 0.001 0.077 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.01 0.073 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.02 
V 1.15 ± 0.02 0.022 ± 0.002 0.068 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.01 0.043 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.021 
V l 1.11 ± 0.02 0.020 ± 0.002 0.068 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.01 0.034 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.02 
vu 0.68 ± 0.01 0.024 ± 0.001 0.119 ± 0.01 0.48 ± 0.03 2.22 ± 0.02 0.46 ± 0.056 
Vlll 0.82 ± 0.01 0.028 ± 0.001 0.119 ± 0.01 0.52 ± 0.03 1.65 ± 0.02 0.42 ± 0.03 
ix 0.96 ± 0.01 0.031 ± 0.002 0.110 ± 0.01 0.52 ± 0.03 1.03 ± 0.03 0.41 ± 0.05 
X 1.12 ± 0.01 0.035 ± 0.001 0.102 ± 0.01 0.57 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.02 
xi 1.54 ± 0.02 0.050 ± 0.002 0.119 ± 0.01 0.70 ± 0.01 -0.09 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.035 
XU 1.84 ± 0.02 0.064 ± 0.002 0.129 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01 - 0.22 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.03 
Xlll 1.67 ± 0.01 0.049 ± 0.001 0.110 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.01 - 0.15 ± 0.013 0.35 ± 0.013 
XIV 1.62 ± 0.01 0.047 ± 0.001 0.095 ± 0.01 0.60 ± 0.01 0.010 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.041 
xv 1.57 ± 0.01 0.043 ± 0.001 0.089 ± 0.01 0.55 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.016 










Table 5.5. Temperatures Te1 and Te2 , pressures Pe1 and Pe2 , and densi-
ties pe1 and Pe2, for the critical points C1 and C2, respectively for exten ive 
molecular dynamics studies of isotherms. 
keTe1 /UA (a3PeJUA) a3pc1 kBTc2/UA (a3 Pc2 /UA) a3pc2 
1.30 ± 0.01 0.039 ± 0.10 0.11 ± 0.02 0.58 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.02 
1.24 ± 0.01 0.031 ± 0.15 0.10 ± 0.02 0.69 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.015 0.28 ± 0.02 
1.18 ± 0.03 0.025 ± 0.30 0.08 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.01 0.073 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.02 
1.52 ± 0.01 0.046 ± 0.10 0.11 ± 0.02 0.69 ± 0.01 - 0.11 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.02 
1.82 ± 0.01 0.061 ± 0.20 0.12 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.02 -0.21 ± 0.015 0.32 ± 0.03 
1.59 ± 0.01 0.043 ± 0.40 0.10 ± 0.02 0.58 ± 0.01 - 0.011 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.02 
Table 5.6. Summary of effect on Te1 , Pe1 , Pe1 and Tc2 , Pe2 , Pc2 from 
increasing parameters WR, WA, and Un/UA, 
Tei Pei Pei Te2 Pe2 Pe2 
WA t t ~ t -1. t  
WR ,j, ,j, ,j, t ,j, ,j, 
Un/UA ,i. -!- t -1- t ~ 
1.4 








0 Tc VS WA 
◊ Pc VS WA 
□ pc VS WA 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
Well width w Ja 
Fig. 5.1. Inset: the single square-well potential defined by the well width 
WA. Main panel: symbols represent the values of the normalized temperature 
Tc (circles) 1 the pressure Pc (squares), and the density Pc (diamonds) of the 
gas-liquid critical point for different values of the parameter WA, Where not 
shown, errors are smaller than the symbol's size. Lines are the linear fits Tc, 
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Temperature T (UA/k6) 
Fig. 5.2 . Isochores from p = 0.492, 0.435, 0.405, 0.387, 0.361 , 0.353, 
0.345, 0.338, 0.331 , 0.323, 0.317, 0.313, 0.310, and 0.303 (from top down) 
of parameter set WA/a, = 0.5, WR/a = 0.5, and UR/UA = 2.0 are shown 
to exhibit a decrease in slope on the P - T plane. 02 is located in the 
locus of isochores (bold circle) that intersects first at the highest tempera-
tures. At p:::::: 0.323 (bold solid line) the isochores become flat (indicating 
a region of small isothermal compressibility) but never develop the negative 
curvature indicative of a density anomaly. At p = 0.313 and 0.310 the sys-
tem crystallizes at lower temperatures for the larger density, indicating a 
negatively-sloped region of the melting curve. 
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F ig. 5.3. The MD P-p phase diagram for the potential with the parameter 
set ii in Table 5.3. The long-dashed lines are the fits of the calculated state 
points (circles) at constant T . The isotherms in the low-p region are for 
{from top to bottom) kaT/VA = 1.30, 1.29, 1.28, 1.27, 1.26, 1.25, 1.24 
at low-p and kaT/UA = 0.62, 0.60, 0.58, 0.57, 0.55, 0.53, 0.50 at high-p. 
The fits are calculated by considering P a polynomial function of both T 
and p (see Eq. 5.31). The isotherms show two regions with negative slope, 
i.e., mechanically unstable, delimited by the spinodal lines (solid bold lines). 
Each spinodal line is associated with the presence of a first-order phase 
transition. By using the Maxwell construction, we estimate the coexisting 
regions associated to each spinodal line, delimited by the phase transition 
line (bold dashed line). The coexisting regions a.re clearly separated at the 
considered temperatures. The points where the coexisting lines merge into 
the spinodal lines are, by definition, the critical points C1 (at low-p) and C2 
(at high-p). No homogeneous nucleation is observed in this phase diagram. 
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Fig . 5.4. As in Fig. 5.31 but for parameters iii in Table 5.3. The isotherms 
in the low-p region are for (from top to bottom) kaT/UA = 1.25, 1.24, 1.23, 
1.22, 1.20, 1.18, 1.16, and in the high-p region are for k8 T/UA = 0.72, 0.70, 
0.68, 0.65, 0.62, 0.60. Homogeneous nucleation is observed at T = 0.68 and 
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Fig. 5.5. As in Fig. 5.3, but for parameters iv in Table 5.3. The isotherms 
in the low-p region are for (from top to bottom) kBT/UA = 1.20, 1.15, 1.10, 
1.05, 1.00, and in the high-p region are for ksT/UA = 0.77, 0.75, 0.73, 0.72, 
0.70, 0.69. Homogeneous nucleation is observed at T = 0.50 for p = 0.02 
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Fig. 5.6. As in Fig. 5.3, but for parameters xii in Table 5.3. T he isotherms 
in the low-p region are for (from top to bottom) ksT/UA = 1.53, 1.52, 1.515, 
1.51, 1.50, 1.48, 1.46, and in the high-p region are for k 8 T/UA = 0.70, 0.68, 
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Fig. 5 . 7. As in Fig. 5.3, but for parameters xi in Table 5.3. The isotherms 
in the low-p region are for (from top to bottom) kBT /U A = 1.83, 1.82, 1.815, 
1.81, 1.80, 1.79, 1.75, 1.70, and in the high-p region are for kBT/UA = 0.98, 
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F ig. 5.8. As in Fig. 5.3, but for parameters xiv in Table 5.3. The isotherms 
in the low-p region are for (from top to bottom) kBT/UA = 1.65, 1.62, 1.60, 
1.58, 1.55, 1.50, 1.45, and in the high-p region are for kBT/UA = 0.60, 0.59, 
0.58, 0.57, 0.56, 0.54, 0.50. 02 is a.t negative pressures, as in Fig. 5.6. 
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Fig. 5.11. The gas-LDL critical point (01 ) and LDL-HDL critical point 
(02 ) for seven sets of potential parameters, where only WA is varied, shown 
in the P - T plane. 0 1 and C2 from the same parameter set are indicated by 
a matching symbol hape (the opaque symbol is C1 and the filled ymbol is 
C2)- The seven pairs of critical points are obtained from potential param ter 
with WR = 0.5, UR = 2.0 , and WA = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 , 0.7, 0.8, 0.9. Critical 
points appear in consecutive order from WA = 0.3 to WA= 0.9. The arrow 
denotes depend nc of critical points when varying potential parameters. 
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Fig. 5.12 . The gas-LDL critical point (C1 open symbols) and LDL-HDL 
critical point (C2 clos d symbols) in the P - T plane for five sets of po-
tential parameters, where UR is varied. The seven pairs of critical points 
are obtained from potential parameters with WA = 0.9 WR = 0.5 , and 
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Fig. 5.13. The gas-LDL critical point (C1 ) and LDL-HDL critical point 
(C2 ) in the P - T plane for six ets of potential parameters, where WR is 
varied. The six pairs of critical points are for potential parameters with 
WA = 0.7, Un = 2.0, and WR = 0.4, 0.5 , 0.6 , 0.7,0.8,0.9. Critical points 
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Fig. 5. 14. From potential parameters WA = 0.5, WR= 0.5, UR = 2 (a) 
T he fee crystal, links show soft-core d istance length b=l.5 (b) Crystal in (a) 
rotated by 54° (c) Comparison of crystal, LDL, and HDL radial d istribution 
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The distorted fee crystal, links show soft-core distance length b= l.6 (b) 
Crystal in (a) rotated by 54° (c) Comparison of crystal, LDL, and HDL 
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Fig. 5.16. From potential parameters WA = 0.7, WR= 0.7, UR= 2 (a) 
The hexagonal-type crystal, with particles separated by soft-core distance 
length b= l.7 (b) Crystal in (a) rotated by 70° shows chains of particles with 
links of hard-core distance a ( c) Comparison of crystal, LDL, and HDL radial 




In this thesis we have used discrete molecular dynamics to investigate two type of 
systems interacting with discontinuous , isotropic potentials , shown in Fig. 2.1 and 
Fig. 3.1. This method proves useful for studying systems as diverse as quasicrystals 
and liquids, and we are able to observe realistic phenomena such as the formation 
of quasicry tals and liquid-liquid pha e transitions. The discontinuous potentials we 
use contain in "hidden form" information about real, complex inter-atomic potentials 
of ubstance such as alloys and liquid metals. Potentials for metals derived from ab 
initio calculations [20- 22] are shown in Fig. 1. 7. Th di continuou model potentials 
investigated maintain the main features of the e r ali tic potential - both repulsive 
and attractive interaction distance . 
The two potential studied in this thesis are very simple and so we are abl to 
easily analyze how the parameters of the pot ntial would influence the phase struc-
ture, stability, and phase transitions of real substances. The square-well potential 
has different phases which can give ris to very complex pha e diagrams that depend 
on the potential's parameters [100,101 ,113,127] . The phase diagrams could be a 
rich as those of real ubstances and have been prov n us ful for modeling different 
phenomena of phases in real substances. 
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In Chapter 2 we investigated the stability of quasicrystals. Quasicrystals ar 
formed by metallic alloys and have disallowed five-fold crystallographic structure [1-
5] . We found the critical ratio of the key parameter of the potential (Fig. 2.1) 
which is important for the relative stability of different crystalline structures in th 
system, including quasicrystal . The parameters of the simple square-well give rise 
to the geometrical aspects of the packing of the effective hard-spheres. The packing 
geometry thus creates the structural fiv -fold symmetry of the system, which is very 
much like that of quasi-crystals in real alloys. 
In Chapters 3-5 we u a pot ntial (Fig. 3.1) that has both a r pulsiv shoul-
der and an attractive well to study the phase transitions in liquids. We find that, 
within certain ranges of potential parameters, the phase diagram of the system will 
have a liquid-liquid first-order phase transition and two fluid critical points; one at 
low-density, between a gas and liquid and a second at high-density, either between 
a gas and a high-density liquid (gas-HDL) or between a low-density liquid and a 
high-d n ity liquid (LDL-HDL). By varying the potential's attractive and repulsive 
parameters, we investigate the influence on the stability and T , P, and p coordinates 
of the two fluid critical point . We find that the r pul ive should r in the interac-
tion potential is a necessary component for a liquid-liquid phase transition and that 
our results confirm the experimental evidence of the possibility of liquid-liquid phase 
transitions in metals. 
Our investigation is able to analyze the properties that are thought to exist in 
metallic systems because the isotropic character and general shape to the interaction 
potential reproduces, in a gen ral form, the more complex pot ntials thought to 
exist in metals. H nee, we ar able to find a quasicrystal structure [7] as well as 
liquid-liquid phas transitions [42, 43], using our simple models. 
Appendix A 
Molecular Dynamics Methods 
A.I Discrete Molecular Dynamics 
The molecular dynamic of molecules int racting via hard phere [51, 128] discon-
tinuous potentials, must be solved in a way which i qualitativ ly di-IB rent form th 
mol cular dynamics of oft bodies, such a5 Lennard-Jones type systems. Wh never 
the di tance between two particles becomes equal to a point of discontinuity in the 
potential (i.e. at quare-well di tanc or oft-core distanc ), then a collision occurs. 
Dep nding on the mod 1, the particle velocities will suddenly change. The primary 
aim in the simulation i to locate th time, collision pair , and all impact param ters 
for every collision occurring in the sy t m, in chronological ord r. 
A.1.1 Locate the next collision 
Between collisions, particles move along straight lin s wi h con tant v locities. When 
the distance between the particles becomes equal tor , for which U(r) ha5 a discon-
tinuity, the velocities of the interacting particle instantaneously change. Th inter-
action time t ij for two particles with coordinates Ti, Tj and velocities vi , Vj satisfie 
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the quadratic equation 
where R;i = a, b, c, depending on the initial distance between particles T;,j = ,;:: - 'fj 
and their relative velocity Vij = Vi - vi . This quadratic equation may have two 
positive roots, two negative roots, two roots of d ifferent signs, or no roots at all. The 
roots are determined by the formula 
-(Vij, T;,j) ± ('uij, Gj) 2 + vtj(R'fj - rlj) 
tij = _____ .:__ __ 2 ______ _ 
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where the sign is "plus" if roots have different signs or minus otherwise. The value 
of f¼j = a, b, c is selected to minimize tij. If there are no positive roots, it means 
that the particles will not interact and tii = oo. 
A.1.2 Move all particles forward until a collision occurs 
We find the average particle collision interval 
ot = min t i1' 
i<j 
for all possible pairs of particles and propagate the system to time 
t' = t + 6t 
so that 
At this moment, the distance between the centers of colliding particle-pairs becomes 
equal to a, b, or c. 
A.1.3 Implement collision dynamics of the colliding pair 
Finally, we find the new velocities v'i and Ji after the interaction. These velocities 
must satisfy the momentum conservation law 
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the angular momentum conservation law 
[' -1 [' - 1- [' 'l [' 'l mi r i, Vi + mi r jVj ffii r i, vi + mj r jV 1 , 
and the energy conservation law 
2 2 ,2 ,2 
mivi mJvi mivi mjvj , 
-2- + -2- + Uii = -2- + -2- + Uij, 
where Uij and U:j, are the values of the pair potential before and after interaction, 
equal to U(~j ± c), depending on the direction of the initial relative velocity Vij, 
initial distance 'G.j, and the value of Rij• These equations are equivalent to six scalar 
equations, which are sufficient to determine the six unknown components of the 
velocities v'i and ;;,j· Introducing a new coordinate system with the origin at the 
center of the particle j, and the x-axis collinear with the vector r\, we construct the 
expressions for the velocities that satisfy the momentum and the angular momentum 
conservation laws: 
- .... 
I - A I v j = Vj - r ijmi , 
where constant A is determined from the energy conservation law: 
±JI+ 2(Uii - u;i)(mi + mj)/(R'fia2mimj) - 1 
A=a-~-----------------
mi + mi ' 
where a = (vij, rij)/ R;i. The sign "plus" in the expression for A corresponds to 
the motion after the collision in the same direction as before the collision, i.e., the 
particles penetrate into the attractive well or the soft core if they move toward each 
other before the collision, or leave them if they move away from each other. ote 
that this may happen only if the expression under the square root is positive, i.e, if 
there is enough kinetic energy to overcome the potential barrier 
R2 2 iia mimj , 
--=------- > u. . - ui ·. 
2(mi + mi) - i.7 1 
Otherwise, the reflection happens, the particles do not change their state Uf i = Uii, 
and the sign in the expression for A must be ''minus". 
I . 
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A.1.4 Calculate properties of interest and return to calcu-
late the next collision 
In the next section, we will discuss how temperature and pressure are calculated. 
The minimization of the tij is optimized by dividing the system into small subsys-
tems, so that collision times are computed only between particles in the neighboring 
subsystems. The final minimization is produced by a binary tree sorting among all 
the subsystems. In each collision, only the particles in the neighboring subsystems 
are updated. Each subsystem has its own collision table, in which the collision times 
and the indexes of colliding particles are recorded. After the collision, all the records 
involving colliding particles are removed from these tables and are replaced by the 
new records, corresponding to the new velocities. This optimization allows us to 
observe that the computational time grows as N In N. 
A.2 Calculation of Temperature 
The total energy of our system is defined as: 
Etot = (K) + (U) , (A.1) 
where K and U are the kinetic and potential energy, respectively. The kinetic energy 
is a sum of contributions from the individual particle 1Pd2 / (2mi), while the evaluation 
of the potential contribution involves summing over all pairs of interacting particles 
(A.2) 
For a three dimensional system of interacting hard-sphere particles, we have 
N 
<I: IJ3il2 /mi) = 2(K) = 3NkBT , (A.3) 
i=l 
where momentum of particle i is Pi = mJk The temperature in the system T is 




T == 2K/3NkB = 3;k L IPil2 /mi . B i=l (A.4) 
A.2.1 Temperature Rescaling 
To maintain the temperature constant or to slowly cool the system down, we use 
the Berendson [83] method of velocity rescaling, multiplying all the velocities at each 
time step 6.t by a factor -/f'!T, which is determined by 
(A.5) 
Therefore, we use the relation 
(A.6) 
where T0 is the temperature of the beat bath, T the instantaneous temperature before 
rescaling, T' the instantaneous temperature after rescaling, and ,,,, the heat exchange 
coefficient. Vve choose /'i, = 0.01 to keep the temperature constant and "'== 0.0001 to 
slowly cool the system down. The time interval 6.t is calculated as the time interval 
during which exactly N collisions happen. Average 6.t is thus equal to two average 
collision intervals in a system. 
A.3 Calculation of Pressure 
It is believed that the true thermodynamics average of a quantity f can be achieved 
in MD by averaging over sufficiently large time 6.t, 
f_ t+6.l 
(!)6.t = 6.t it f(t)dt. (A.7) 
The calculation of pressure in MD has another difficulty, since in MD periodic bound-
aries are used and there are no container walls to create external pressure on the 
system. Nevertheless, pressure can be effectively computed using the virial theorem, 
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which relates the time average of the total kinetic energy to the time average of the 
vi rial. 
In classical mechanics, it can be proven that for any system kept for a sufficiently 
long period of time 6.t in a finite region of the 6N dimensional phase space, 
(A.8) 
where J; are the forces acting on the particles, vi are the particle velocities, and ~ 
are the particle coordinates. The virial which is the right hand side of Eq. (A.8) can 
be presented as the contribution from external forces acting from the walls of the 









For a liquid confined in a container with rigid walls in the absence of such external 
fields as gravity, the pressure acts perpendicular to the surface, pointing inside the 
container and is constant at any point of the surface. Thus 
(tf:xt . ~) = -1 dPr · ndS = - PVD , 
i= l S 
(A.11) 
where n is normal to the surface, D is the dimensionality, and the integral is taken 
over the surface of the container S, where dS is the surface element. Combining 
Eqs. (A.8), (A.10), and (A.11) we have 
(A.12) 
Note that L[:1 miv? /2 is, by definition, equal to (D /2)k8 NT and 
(A.13) 
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When the system has walls, this equation gives the value of the pressure acting from 
the walls to the system. In the absence of walls, it gives the value of the internal 
pressure in the system. Thus this equation provides the basis for the computation 
of pressure in molecular dynamics simulations. 
In discrete molecular dynamics, the force ff nt is equal to zero except at the 
moments of collision with other particles, when it is equal to infinity. Vve count 
all the collisions of a given particle i with a given particle j that occur in the time 
interval from t to t + b.t, using index I<.;.j = 1, 2, 3, ... We denote the t imes of these 
collisions t1<,j and the change in momentum in particle i at the moment tK,j as 
(A.14) 
where E is an infinitesimally small value. Since the force acting on the particle i is 
the derivative of momentum with respect to time, 
N 
J;nt = LL ~pl(;; 0 ( t - t K,J , (A.15) 
j = l K,j 
where o(t-tK,j) is a Dirac a-function and the sum over K ij is taken over all collisions 
between particle i and j during time interval (t, t + ~t). 
Integration involved in the averaging over time [see Eq. (A.7)] eliminates 6-
functions and we obtain 
(A.16) 
Finally, we can count all the collisions that occur in interval (t, t + ~t) by index 
.e. Each collision is specified by the particles i(.e) and j(f) involved in the collision 
(i < j) and is counted twice in the sum of Eq. (A.16)- the first time when i is from 
the first sum and the second when i is from the second sum. According to momentum 
conservation, b.P(e)i = -b.P(f)j . Thus we rewrite (A.16) as 
(A.17) 
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where the sum is taken over all collisions f, that occur at moment te during time 
interval D.t and 
(A.18) 
We use the Eq. (A.17) to compute the interval pressure in our system and record 
this value into a file at times which are multiples of D.t. Vve use D.t = 100, which 
corresponds to hundreds of collision intervals, so that the recorded pressure does not 
fluctuate much and it is also much smaller than the total simulation time, allowing 
us to perform the error analysis described in Eq. 5.29. 
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